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USF's .'Fighting Chance'
Depends On Legislature
.
.

.

If the State Legislature restores funds vetoed by
Gov. Claude Kirk last summer, USF would have a
"fighting chance" to hire enough staff members to
handle anticipated increased enrollment next fa ll,
Pres. John Allen said last week.
1
Allen made the comments during his State of the
University message to the Student Association Legislature Thursday night.
" in the face of financial difficulty we fail to see
how we can provide the education opportunities for the
number of students this year,'' Allen said.

***

Wunderlich
Hits Student
-Rights-Bill
Vice President for Student
Affairs Herbert Wunderlich
last week ca.lled a proposed
Bill of Students R i g h t s
" poorly written" and said it
has "too much verbiage~"

PRES. ALLEN

V.P. WUNDERLICH

The bill is currently undergoing scrutiny by the Student
Association (SA).
He made the remarks during the first session this quarter of the SA Legislature last
Thursday night in the University Center.

Photos by Polly Weaver; Art by Ma r io Garcia

It's A Mad, Mad, Mad World

Vice Squad Crashes'
USF Graduation Party
1

I

T<tmpa ~vice

dete.ctiv.es ar-.,,,;. T.he ypuths were.. arrested
rested 35 youths - some ·of · and taken to the police station ·.
them USF students - in a in patrol p~ddy- wagons. Colk~
raid on a party Saturday at itt reported that some youths
the home of a USF December were still in jail Sunday aftergra\:luate.
noon.
They are scheduled to apCharged with being minors
pear in Tampa Municipal . in possession of an · alcoholic
Court this Friday at 9 a.m. beverage were-Robert A. HerVi<;e Control Captain Frank zog, 18, 3925 W. Osborne; CarBowen said the J10use · at 112 olyn Sylvia Byers, 19, 605% S.
W. Hanlon St had been under _Newport; Jacqueline Louise
surveillance for s -e v e r a 1 Porowaki, 20; 6009 Tampa
weeks.
Shore Blvd. and Charles EdBowen said the arrests were ward Bennet Jr. , 18, 1925 Pine
made after telephone yills St
from -neighbors indicated a
Joel F. Boney, 20, 728 S. Ordisturbance in progress.
ange ; Roger Gordon Sher•
-- Detectives reported they man, 20, 7506 N. Howard ;
could hear - loud laughter, George Edward Ross, 19, 2307
·screaJlling and singing a W. Robertson ; Martin Travis
J_
block away. William Colkitt, Taylor, 20, 6434 Teresa; .Nancy
24, who lives in the house said Haden' Gilley, 20, USF;
quiet "folk singing" o~curred
James Kilpatrick Cross, 19,
at the Saturday night party. 6523 Kathrine; Brian Heavy,

19 USF-< and- Martha Ann -Livingston, 19, USF.

A $50 bond was set on each
of the 12 arrested on beverage
charges . .

He rejected a section which
would protect students from
being punished by the University for off-campus offenses.
He said that a student's conduct " on and off campus is a
concern of 'the University."
Wunderlich also referred to
a section that would guarantee students the right to "due
process." He noted that the
term wasn't defined in the bill
proposal.
During discussion on the
draft, SA Chief Justice Ben
Brown noted even if the SA
Leg,islature approves the Bill
of Stu-dent Bill -Rights, there is
no guarantee that the Board
of Regents and the State
Board of Education will recognize it.

See Jan. 24 Oracle

Superintendents
To - Talk Here
The Fourth Annual National
Superintendents" conference
will meet here Jan 22-26. The
conference is sponsored by
the College of Education and
the Office of Continuing Education. Fifty-six superintendents will attend, representing
28 states and Canada.

Charged with disturbing the
peace ($ 25 bond each) were
Richard John Stahl, 23, USF;
Nancy Joell Baren, 21, USF;
Jules Lee Paulet, 22, Route 1;
Roger Lee Hall 23, USF;
Carol Morton Lamonrenx, 23,
USF ; Roland J. Sanchez, 25,
10625 N. 26th St.; and John
Stanley Russell, 23, 6009
Tampa Shores.

Wunderlich also rejected a
section that would stipulate a
student's right to privacy and
guarantee his right to have
his records reviewed before
him and change " unwarranted" statements.

Also, Leslie D. Charon, 25,
USF ; J ames William Colkitt,
24, 112 W. Hanlon; Paul Terry
Dillen, 24, USF ; .Jerome and
Charlotte Adcock, both 24,
2526 W. Curtiss; Sidney Lanier Gibson, :14, Lot 35, Munic-

Secretary of Labor Willard
In 1 criticizing a section Wirtz will speak Tuesday at
which would protect a student 10 :30 a .m . in the kiva of the
from "do u b I e jeopardy," Education Building. His topic
Wunderlich said the term ' will be "Manpower - ·Educameans "being tried. in the tion and the Urban Problem."
same court twice for the same Students a:re invited to hear
offense. "
this lecture.

(Please See SQUAD, Page 5)

WunderUch argued that the
University is· "concerned with
human relations and with the
whole person. "

The conference will be held
on campus the first three
days of the week and at the
Causeway . Inn the last two
days .

EDUCATION BUILDING DEDICATION

Activities To Last Two Days
By TOM JIMENEZ
Staff Writer
The College of E ducation

Building will become, officially, a part, of the USF scenery
during a two-day program on

Labor Secretary
Wirtz To Speak
Tuesday Morning

Monday a nd Tuesday January
22 and 23.
Chester Ferguson, chairman
of Florida Board of Regents,
will give the dedicatory address Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in
the Kiva . The Kiva , a circular
classroom , with multiple uses ,
is on the third floor of the new
Education Building.

'Wagon'
Performance

Secretary of Labor W. Wil- taught law at the University
lard Wirtz will speak on of Iowa from 1939 to 1941. He
"Manpower, Education and resumed his career as an eduthe Urban Problem" Tuesday cator from 1947 to 1961 when
at 10 :30 a.m. in the Kiva of he taught law at Northwestthe Education Building.
ern University.
A special benefit perforWirtz' speech is part of a
During th~ period he was mance of the musical " Paint
two-day Dedication ' Program an active labor arbitrator.
for the new Education BuildWirtz was chairman of the Your Wagon" sponsored by
ing.
National Wage Stabilization the USF Women's Club will be
Attending the program will Board in 1946. He was general held Feb. 3 in the Teachllig
be 56 school superintepdents " counsel arid public member of Auditorium-Theatre.
from 30 states and Canada the War Labor Board from
Tickets consist of a donation
and 150 other guests inclqding .1943 to 1945 and assistant genthe Board of Rege'!ts, poli~ eral -counsel of the Board of of $2.50, ~ccording to Mrs.
cal figures and educators. ,
EConomic. Warfare
1942-43: June Miller of th~ USF FounWirtz has held his post as
From 1955 to 1961 Wirtz \\'.as dation, and each dOni!tiOn wiU
Secretary of Labor since Sep- engaged in private law pracl!e matched by the federal
tember, 1962, when he was ap- tice in Chicago.
pointed by the late President . Wirtz was"born in De Kalb, government on a 9-1 ratio.
John F. Kennedy. He had pre- Illinois. He attended Northern Proceeds will go into ,the .USF
. viously served as_Undersecre. Illinois Uni".ersity, lJµiversity student loan fund.
tary of Labor during the first of California at Berlteley, and
Tickets lllllY be obtained by
20 months <if th~ Kennedy ad- graduated from Beloit Colministration.
lege, Beloit; Wis.
'calling M,r s. Miller at ext. 651
Wirtz has had first-hand
.He received his "laW deiree or seeing her in Administracontact with· education. He from,lfarvard Law SchooL
tion 226. .
·

Is Feb. 3

m

Speakers during the two-day
dedication will be: Williard
Wirtz, secretary of labor;
Sam Gibbons, U.S. representative ; Dr. William Kottrneyer, superintendent o f
schools in St. Louis, Mo. and
Blair Roland, Houston architect.
PRESIDING over the various parts of the program will
be: Pres. John S. Allen, Dr.
Jean A. Battle, dean of the
College of Education and Dr.
Robert L. Shannon, plan~ing
coordinator for the College of
Education Building.
The dedication program will
begin Monday at 8 p.m. with
the Sixth Annual Sarah Olive
Rush Le~ture in the Business
Administration Builr!ing Auditorium.

Revolution." The EFL, wh ich
granted funds for the design
of the educational specification of the new building, is a
subsidiary of the Ford Foundation.

Students are also invited to
hear the "Sara Olive Rush
Lecture" Monday at 8 :30 p.m.
in the Business Auditorium.
Dean Jean Allen Battle will
preside.
Tuesday afternoon at 2 :30,
Chester H. Ferguson, Chairman of the Florida Board of
Regents, will speak at the
dedication of the Education
Building.
Other speakers for the conference include : Congressman
Sam Gibbons ; Dr. Harold
Gores, President of Education al Facilities Laboratories,
Ford Foundation; Dr. William
Kottmeyer, Superintendent of
Instruction, St. Louis, Missou-

ri.
Mr. Blair Rowland, Architect, Houston, Texas ; Mr.
Braulio Alonzo, President of
the National Education Association; a nd Dr. Franklyn
J ohns-on, Presiden t of William H. Donner Foundation,
and former head of the Job
Corps.
Activities of the conference
will include a tour of MacDill
Air Force Base and. a briefing
PY General Augustus Hendry.
Wives' activities have also
been planned; Plans include
tours of Sunken Gardens,
Busch Gar dens, and Tarpon
Springs.

Tuesday morning there will
be registration and a coffee in
the third floor lobby of the
new building. The coffee will
begin at 8 a.m.
At nine o'clock a symposium is scheduled at the Kiva.
Featured speakers will be
Labor Secretary Wirtz, Dr.
Kottrneyer and Blair Roland .
AT 10:30 A.M. Wirtz will
speak oh "Manpower Education and the Urban Problem."
Students are invited to attend.

Bea_rd Contest
Gives Support
To Gasparilla
Be it hereby known that the
President of the Student Association (SA) challenges the
Editor of The Oracle to a
beard growing contest. . ."
The challenge was answered.
"I- ac,c ept," said Editor Stu
Thayer: The contest begins
today.
The purpose of the contest,
according to SA Pres. Scott
Barnett, is to show support
"for the Gasparilla festivities
in Tampa. " The proclamation , which exclud.es all
women in the SA, instructs
that "all officers shall do the
same," "all members of the
SA shall do the same."
There will be no exceptions
except "where such action is
deemed inappropriate.
The proclamation a 1 s o
added, " It is our hope that the
action ta ken will be well received at USF and that the
proposal will also be well received by Tampa."
The . contest will be judged
by impartial officials.

Aegean Deadline
Saturday For
Senior Photos
Graduating seniors and
M.A. candidates who were
unable _to schedule pqrtrait
sittings on campus last week
for the 1968 Aegean may
phone Beverly Studio in
Tampa or St. Petersburg to
have their pictures taken this
week. There will be no
charge.
'
Deadline is Saturday.
Beverly's Tampa studio is
at 307 Twigg St., phone 2233135. The St. Petersburg address is l\la-a-s Bros., corner
First Avenue North at Third
Street., phone 253-3424.
Proofs, w h e n received,
should be returned at once di·
rect to the Tampa studio nith
indica tion of choice.
Reservations for the 1968
yearbook closed Friday and
no further orders can be
taken, the Office of Cau1pus
Publications said.

Action Line
QUESTION. How are advisers chosen for the College of
Educa tion? ,

ANSWER. It is the duty of
profess or to advise during certain hours of their office hours and free time. The
At noon, the topic of "The• professors are chosen from
Future of Federal Govern- the different colleges, includThe Rush Lecture was po- ment in Education" will be
ing the College of. Education,
nated by an anonymous donor. discussed by speC).kers Wirtz so as to give each student the
to complement the National and Gibbons af a luncheon in best advising possible, iaccoriiSuperintendents
Conference the University Center Ball- ing to the officei of Dr. Raymond Urbanek, program adheld every year at USF · and room.
visement.
this year in conjunction with
The dedication to which all
the Education Building dedi- students 11-re invited, will be
QUESTION. Isn't it against .
held at 2:30 p.m.
cation.
fire regulations to chain the
After the dedication, tours doors to the girls dorms at
D,. HAROLD GORES, president of Educationai Facilities of the buijding and facilities
,.
Laboratory (EFL), will &peat will begin at • p.m. One of the ·
-ANSWER. According tD
major poinlS of attraction will
at the Iectun! ·on "Two be an- exhibit of "The School- James Garner,-Superintendent ·
Cultures .in the . F.ducattmiaJ house in the CHJ.',_
of .Security, none -of the-Halls
ev~ry

are being chained at night.
The incident reported must
have been the Gamma Hall
door which had a broken lock
and . was chained. However,
four other exits were available to the residents.
Q. Would the Library place
Playboy magazine in the
reading room· if the subscriptio11 was donated?

A. According to the Library
Administration, a n y t h i n g
plaCEd in the Library must
.have an interest to the academic program of the University, therefore, the Library
Administration would have to
review the matter with the
University Administration and
faculty · in order tD reach a
defiDite yes or no to the question.

He added that any increase
in enrollment here would have
to be nominal.
BACKING BOARD of Regents Chairman Chester Ferguson, Allen voiced concern
for finances at the University.
Ferguson warned last week
that Florida's university system may have to turn students away next fall if the
State Legislature doesn't approve $21.8-million for · the
next six months.
The University was told to
hold some S678,000 in a reserve fund, due to the deficit
in funds from the appropriated state budget last year.
Gov. Kirk had required each
state agency to "freeze" three
per cent of its. alloted funds
from state appropriations.
This was done to prevent the
state budget from running out
of money at the end of the
year.
KIRI\: HAD TOLD
the
Board of Regents to take this
money from other Univers ity
budgets and to take fu nds
from other state universities
to make up the total of the appropriations for Florida State
University.
USF lost $3~3,000 in library
funds for books and $198,000
for other par ts of the budget
whi ch included equipment.
The University also suffered
a loss when the State Legislature decided tu ition from $150
to S125 per qua rter.
During his address Allen
commented tha t he agreed
with some facel5 of the Governor's Comm ission on Quality Education.
Discussion of other topics at
the meeting include the proposed USF medical school.
Allen expressed his hope of
having the College of Medicine open to students in 1970
or 1971.
"Our plans call for 100 students ," Allen said. "The
school will be expected to be
supported by nursing and paramedical fields."
Allen expects thi s part of
the med ical sch ool to have
1,100 full-time and 1,400 parttime students. Cost of the
school will be S28-rn ill ion .
The medical school building
will cost $22-m illion, twothirds to be paid through fed era l monies, the other th ird
will come from state fu nds.
Twenty classrooms plus facil ities for the training of psychia try an d_ surgery will be included in the medica l complex.
Allen said that there is a
wea lth of physicians in the
Tampa Bay Area who can be
tapped as full -time or adjunct
faculty. Allen stressed the
need fo r physicians in F lorida, the ninth state in popula-·
tion in the country.
Of a University constitution,
the president said, "A state
university has no need for a
constitution."
Allen gave his reason for
this to the legislative body.
They were:
v When universities first
started, groups of students
formed to hire and fire profes- '
sors. This was defin itely needed.
Y' Today private universities and co lleges have this
type of system.
v< USF is a state university,
directed by the' Board of Regents, therefore is an arm of
state government, established
by the people who control the
government.
~ Allen ; pointed out that a
.university is like a government department whose pur- ·
pose. is to serve the people.
~ In a .state university the
presid~t has the advice of
the Board of Regents, his adhunistrative and academic
deans .and the university sen· '

ate.
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Newsmen's Debate
Airs ·Hot Issues
The coin was tossed.
Former Assistant Secretary
of Defense Arthur Sylvester
and Cowles P ublications reporter Clark Mullenhoff went
round and round in their discussions of the irresolvable
questions th at plague the
m inds of journalists and government public r ela ti ons men.
These were the issues of
"the people's r ight to kno w,"
"the government's right to
lie," "the credibility gap,· ·
and "managed news."
THEY were

discussed by
the two men in a two day debate, which began Sunday
night in the Business Auditorium (BSA).
Mo nday, th ey spoke before
Basic S t u cl i e s jou rnal ism

class, and to the members
and gues ts at the Press Club
coffee in the University Center.
The program, part of the
Public Affairs Symposium,
was co-sponsored by Sigma
Delta Chi, men's national
journalism fraternity, and the
College of Liberal Aris , Divi·
sion of Languages-Literature,
and the Journalism Program.
The program was held in CO·
opera tion wi th the University
Lecture Series.
SYLVESTER, who claimed
that the government " has the
right to lie in national emer·
gencies," told the audience
that, ''th e people 's right to
know is a complete phony."
He added that the right to
publish meant th at, " I control
yo ur mind not by what I pub·

"THE GREEN HOR1955 Pontiac. Phone Jim
at 932-1525
Cycle, '65 Ducati 250cc, excellent: $300.00, ph. 920-2829
NET":

15. SERVICES OFFERED ,
Mature wife of student to: babysit; light housework; care for
the sick. 1 yr nurse training.
Available wkends & MWF
nights. Have car. Call Tom, ext
619 or Phyll is, 626-2193
Experienced Typist. Pick up and
deliver. Reasonable rates. Mrs.
Driver, 229-8565; 839-4827.

Then he challenged the
claims used by the government as security claims. He
said that tl1ey were, "distortions for political purposes ."

3. FOR RENT
Complete ly fu rnished and airconditioned late model 3 be droom mobile home on large watcrfront lot. Beautiful countryside. Conve nient to USF . Reasonab le rent. 988-1974.

Scott Peeler, chairman of Circle Ii: club at
l:SF, shows nrn·Iy pm·chased trophy to Ann·
eltc Johnson, .!\liss :'.\larch of Dimes and
freshman here, and Eugene Roberts, spunsor of the organization. The trophy is bring
awarded to the campus organization giving

the largest amount to the :c\Iarch of Dimes
Driw. Cir cle K, sponsored by the Kiwanis
Clu b, was designated by the Hillsborough
County llfarch of, Dimes Association t.o handle the drive at USF.

SAYS UF PROFESSOR

'State Universities Need
Faculty, Student Control

Dr. Marshall Jones Addresses Students

JtM'S FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
From minor repdfrs-fo
Major overhauls on all

Sports and Foreign Sedans
3202 E. Hillsborough Phone 231-7982

GRADS

Dr. Marshall B. Jones , professor of psychology at the
University of Florida who has
been denied permanent tenure, last week criticized the
power structure of the state
university system and urged
its radical reorgan ization.
Speaking to a standingroom-only audience in the
Physics Auditorium January
9, Jones advocated a system
which he said wou ld allow
university faculty members to
choose their presidents and
students to share in selecting
curriculum studies .
Explaining his "adversary
theory of university administration based on the belief
that the administration is
your natural enemy," Jones
said students "should hire a
student defender or lawyer to
defend students against administrative acts. "

JONES ALSO discussed his
current involvement in a
Gainesville civil rights case,
despite "a telep hone call from
(USF) P res. Allen" which he
said asked him not to talk
about the case.
Jones claimed the Allen
phone call was on e o[ three he
had received from the l:SF
administration b e f o r e he
came here, which. in effec t,
a ttempted to get him to water
down or generaljze his speech
title, "Academic Freedom at
USF. "
Jones s uggested a reorganization in which authority
would lie with the faculty and
students. He explained that department heads would be
elected by their respective department members.

versity pres idents would re·
place the Board of Regents.
Jones said the council would
sit with the state legislature
and "barga in on things on
which the money is spent."
But faculty members, not
students, would have the sole
p01ver to hire and fire professors and high ranking uni \·ersity officials , he added.

JONES called student government " a fraud . . . a
botch." and said it was "a
system for personal climbing,
not for principle." He emphasized the need for separate
student and faculty organizations , but declined to outline
any plan for a student organization, explaining that that
was for students themselves
to decide.
TH ESE DEPARTMENT_
But he did suggest students
heads would have the highest should have a say in the forauthority on campus and mation of their curriculum
would elect a universi ty presi- and have the power to bring
dent and other high officials. in "faculty members who
And a council of all state un i- teach courses students want
to hear."
Reading from the article for
which he said he v.ra.s fired ,
Jones said, "rebellion is open
resistance to authority and
opposi ti on that does not
amo unt to resistance is roleplaying."
"ALL .OF US are authorities
and sources of social change
of this committee is to but only if we will become
suggest new ways in wh ich open centers of resistance. "
Jones also said, "authority
the faculty and stud en ls can
work together to make the is based on power . . . going
through channels does not
classes more profita ble ."
Committee members are work. The president of a state
Alton Bartlett, assoc iate pro- university is an absolute dicfessor of business administra- tator who can do whatever he
tion ; G. A. Burdick. associate likes, as long as it doesn't ofprofe ssor of engineering; Sid- fend the Board of Regents."
J ones expla ined he would
ney J. French, professor of
continuing education ; Gordon like to see his theories adoptA. Johnson, professor of eel in all state universi ties in
music; Donald L. Lantz, asso- the country, a nd he noted that
ciate professor of education; the system he advocated was
Jack H. Robinson, professor very similar to one used today
of physical science; and in many European universities.
Chairman Cooper.

Committee Formed
To Study Teaching
A committee of seven faculty members has been appointed to study teaching innovations and to stimulate experimental research of the USF
, faculty.
During the committee's first
meeting tomorrow, the members will take inventory of
what the instructors are doing
now and begin to study new
ways to help the fa culty a nd
students work together.
Dean Russell M. Cooper,
chairman of the research
committee, said "students
need to get more involved in
their classes and the purpose

USF Singers

Another Incentive For Giving

Phot o by An th or.·y Za ppone

Lit. Magazine
Deadline Set
For Feb. 15
Deadline for articles for
South Fl orida Review, USF's
Literary magazine, is February 15, Richard Jaworski, editor, announced today.
The magazine attempts to
give those students who would .
never have a chance at publications, to find a home in
South Florida Review.

To Entertain
In Banquet
The String Quartet and the
Madrigal Singers from USF
will entertain guests at the
banquet of the American Society of Engineering Education
at the International Inn.
The Convention, meeting
Jan. 17-19, will present con·
tents of papers rendered by
experts including materials
that will bring the analytical
aspects of graphics into focus
with other scientific disciplines . .
The ladies will tour Florida
visiting Cypress Gardens, Bok
Tower and Busch Gardens.

Writers selected by the association will appear in ,a nationally presented anthology
of major writers.
Essays, short s tori es,
sketches, poems, drawings,
photographs should be sent to
Campus Publications Office,
room 221.

The Developmental Center
will offer a pre-marital counseling service for the first
time this q1;1.arter to students
who are contemplating marriage.
While this is not an entirely
new concept in student counseling, it is an innovation in
this area and an addition to
present services.
Any couple wishing to avail
themselves of this opportunity, may call the Developmental Center, Extension 621 for
an appointment.

UNIVERSITY

~
AUTO SERVICE
CENTER

TRUST YOUR CAR
10 THE MAN WHO
WEARS THE STAR

FREE!
• Complete Lubrication with
each Oil Change.
• Do It Yourself Car Wash
Vacuum, Soap and Water
Provided.
• Pick Up & Delivery for
All Maintenance Work for
Students & Faculty.

· Direct From the·

.. CASTAWAYS -

-

MIAMI BEACH

TERRACE LOUNGE
And Cutrate Liquors
. 8448 • 56th.St/

2911 E. Fowler Ave.
PHONE 932-3387

SANDAL
SANDALS.
BAGS
BELTS

I
up

WHY NOT.

HIT THE

USF Placement Ser.
Ext. 2881

/

SHOP

$14 up BILLFOLDS
$10 UD VESTS
$3.•,50
HAIRPIECES

I
306 N. DALE MABRY
COME SEE

* ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS STARTED
MONDAY, JANUARY 15.
* MORE THAN 200 FIRMS ARE LOOKING FOR YOU.

J '-

PERSONALS

Advising Offered

ROS.ALIE DUPRER

If so, you should start planning now by
registering your interests and obtain
full information on interview dates and
locations, to assure yourself that YOU
will be interviewed by the firms of your
choice.

-~

-

'

Pre-Marital

Special Added
ATTRACTION

ARE YOU
PLANNING TO
GRADUATE IN
MARCH OR JUNE
THIS YEAR?

Adm. 280

it.

Continuous
Entertainment
From 9 'Till ?

IN:::

~.~~5:.m~h

Interested Parties: Gambol Rodgers of Serendipity Singers will
appear at 18th String Fri. & Sat.
SAVE STAR TREK
Massive letter campaign needed. Write: Mr. Julian Goodman,
pres.; National Broadcasting
Co.: 30 Rockefeller Plaza; New
York, NY 10026. Write now!
"Playboy" subscriptions only
$6.50 a yr ! Contact John Rodgers, cam pus representative, at
USF ext 2597 (Eta 202l
Stuck with la st quarter's books?
Why wait 'ti! March 15 to sell
them? Place an ad in the Oracle
Classified now! Call ext. 620

"THE MYSTICS"

College magazines have
something extra to offer for
their contributors th is year,
Jerry P arrot, associate editor,
said, the National Humanities
Associa tion i s sponsormg
through the Federal Government large cash prizes for
outstanding write1;s who ap- ·
pear in college literary magazines , such as the Review.

-!

For all your automotive needs
new or used see Dick Lundy at
Northgate Chrysler - Plymouth.
Ph. 935-3103.
Need to sell: French 1; This is
Teach.: New Idea in Education;
CBS 101 req. reading. Call Nan·
Jee 935-2289 after -1 p.m.
·

NOW APPEARING

Tlfanuscripts sho uld be double spaced with wide margins.
"The a uthor's name and address should appear in the
upper r ight hand corner of
each sheet, " Jaworski said.

u

5. FOR SALE

Buy :

l'tlULLENHOFF, who did
not deny the r ight of the government to lie in national
emergencies, said tha t the obligation of the press is "to go
after them (public officials)
and get the facts. "

By JOHN CALDERAZZO
Staff Writer

1r1~~

1. AUTOMOTIVE

He also told the audience
that newspapers do not give a
person the right to face an accuser. This he said, is done by
phrases such as "sour ces
say."

Of lying to m islead an
enemy, Sylvester said, "If
that r equires an untruth ,
lying, then I think you should
do it."

"

One tim" only:
3 line -- ---- - ----------- · .110
Ea.ch additional line ---- .ts
Repeated:
2 to 4 issues ----- ~ --- - ·- .45•
l\lore than 4 i11ue• _____ _ .40*
•Per 3 lines
2 P.1\:1. Friday Deadline
Room ctr. 224 Ext. · 620, 618

lish, but what I don ' t tell
you."

OF THE various agencies
Sylves ter told th e audience
that one-hundredth of the information which is given out
is not used and tha t this is a
waste for the taxpayer.

"

CLASSIFIEl>
ADVERTISING RATES
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By TOM JIMENEZ
Staff Writer
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CLASSIFIED ADS

us AT

$8 up
$25 up
$1.50

ALL ITEMS MADE TO ORDER

Phone 877-5983
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Alpha -oelta
By MARGARET JAMES
Staff Writer
Send a mouse to college?
'Alpha Delta Pi sorority hopes

to send 10,000 mice to colleges
and laboratories for cancer
research.
Today, the sorority begins a
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Orchestra, 8:30 p.m., Theatre.

Publications , CTR

CTR 200.

tor

223, no Ja ter than

inc l usion the

fol lowing

WEDNESDAY

Fundamental of Supervision, B a.m.,
Photo Lessons, 7 P.m .• CTR 213.
G. Legislature , 7:30 p.m,, CT·R
252E ,W.
Morality and American Affairs, i:30
S.

Offic:ial Notices
AAUP general meet ing, 2 p.m. , Fri·
da y , Jan. 26. Business Admin istration
Audilo r.ium.
CO·OP STUDENTS on campus must

attend J'O sr-tra i ni ng pericd

co nference

i!nd comp lete irit erv iew w ith coordina-

tcr no later tha n Fr iday.
ID PHOTO CARDS - For t he convenience of students •N llo were unable lo
ha ve t he ir ID Photo Card5 made at th .e
earli er dates, the Di vi s ion of Educa tional Res our ces will be cpen Monday and
T uesday from 5:30 p.m . to 7 p.m . for
t ha t pur po se .
GRADU ATE RECORD EXA M 5:30
a.m. Sat ur day , BSA, BUS 106- 115.

Campus Datebook
'Ti me an d room nu mbe r s Gf ca mpus
orga niza tions mee fir:g r e;i ula ri '/ are
pos ted in t he Univ".! rs ity Cente r Lobby.
TODAY
U.C. fw'.embership Dr ive, al l day, CTR
Lobby.
Pe ace corps, a ll ca y, CTR Lobb·;.
Contemp ora ry Photographers II , all
day, CTR iOO.
Fraternity Treasurers, 2 p.m., CTR

p .m ., FAH 282.
Science of Human
p.m., FAH 277.

Behavior,

c%nlana

d/all

Print Making, 7:30 p.m ., FAH lAL
Language Art in Pre-School, 7:30

p.m., FA H 133.

Pride and Prejudice, a p.m.,

109.

Sewing Contest, 8 p.m .,

RAN

CTR

2~8-

Co-Op Placement
co-Op P lacement has no connec! ion
nor Educarion
Placement.

w ith Placement Servic:es

More than 150 employers are currently see king USF s tudents fer Cooper.aliv e Education Training assignments for
Quarter 111 Train ing Per iod starting

Monday, ~.\arch 25, and running through
F'iday, June 7. Some openings 2re a lso
listed for Quarter IV (summer> and
Quarter, I {fall). Additional inform ation
is available in the Co-op office. ENG
37, phone ext. 171.
,..
Among employers seeking students
a nd t he ma jors they desire a re:
ENGINEERING

Placement Services
The organizations listed below will be
interviewing on campus on the dates as
indicated. Check with Placement ADM
'280 for interview locations and 'fa
sc hedule appointments to interview. For
complete descr.iptions and fu rther information , phone the Placement Office
ADM 280, ext. 2881.
THURSDAY, JAN. 18
Vanderbilt Un iversity: col lege of law;
Jun iors & seniors inte rested in college
of law.
MONDAY, JAN. 22
Chubb & Son , Inc.: Underwriters ; lib.
arts, bus. adm.
TUESDAY, JAN. 23

Texas Instruments, Inc.: all engr.,
(program)
seismic.,
compu ter sci.
oceanog., etc. eng r. (EE, IE, ME, CE),
MBA's (prefer tech. bach. degree.) Continental Can Co. : pr.ad. super., fin., ind
engr., sales & mfg. engr. trainees ;
engr. (ME, IE ), ind mgt,, lib arts,
acct., fin. Celotex Corp. : research &.
dev. facilities engr_; chem ., physics,
engr. Montenegro & co.: accts; accts .
WEDNESDAY, JAN 24
NASA-Kennedy Space center: engr;
engr. Smith, Braley & Johnson: accts.;
acctg . Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.;
accts.; acctg . Jewel Tea Co, Inc.: mgt.
tra inees; bus adm. Note: J ewel Tea
Co . will also interview freshman · interested in summer 'employment opportunities.)
THURSDAY, JAN. 25
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co: Sales
mgt.. prod mgt., credit & dist. ac-

/

SEE OR CALL:
NICK MULEY, MANAGER ,
932-4391

count.; bus . adrn .• acctg., lib arts.
Olin: various; chem acctg_, fin, engr.
(prefer ME or IE oriented}_ NASA·
Goddard Space Fllght Center: engr,
math, physicists, a str.onomers; engr
(EE, ME) Phy., math, astron, acc:tg ,
bus adm _ Northwestern Mutual Life In·
surance Co.: sales. sales mgt.; all
fields. Note: WI II interview for summer
emp loymecit. W~tinghouse Electric Co:
engrs. mfg ., purch, &. mgt.; engr. EE ,
ME, IE, CEJ, math, phys . 1ntem11
Revenue Service: IRS agent, spec .
agent, revenue ofa, tax tech; bus adm,

fund raJSmg drive for the
American C a n c e r Society
(ACS). It will co n ti nue
through January 31.
Mrs. Elizabeth Langcaster,
executive director of the Hillsborough County Unit of ACS,
states that 95,000 Swiss \Neb ster mice are used throughout
the United States yearly.
l:VIrs. Langcaster said this
drive was conducted success·
fully at the University of
Tampa and Florida College
where it was sponsored by
siudent councils and sororities. This is its first year at
USF.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority

members will wear tap badges with pictures of mice on
them. They will man tables in
the F i n e Arts-Humanities
Building, the Business Administration Building, the Engineering Building and tl1e University Center (CTR). A chart
will be set up in the CTR
lobby to mark the "mice
march. " A mouse costs 27
cents.
Envelopes will be distribut·
ed to resident students at An·
dros and Argos.
The drive is under the
direction of Suzanne Geis, phi·
lanth ropy Chairman; a n d

• FRID~Y, JAN. 26
~o.: r,ngt develop

pro-

gram, erlgr., adv & sales promotion,
aud,
data proc;
engr CME;. IE, AgE), .
bus _adm.,
agri~us, all jlfher degrees, .

'{

.
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Jeanine Hackett, Carol Greco
and Aileen Oliva, campus division chairmen.
Karen Graham, publicity
Chairman, said they hope for
100 per cent or a mouse from"
every student.
The "Send a Mouse to College" theme originated in
Florida three years ago. It
has spread to many states, including Alaska and Hawaii.
The slogan may sound like
grafiti, but the purpose behind
it is deadly serious. Many
times experiments with animals have led to discoveries
about human diseases.

National Traveler
Visits Chi Omegas
CHI OMEGA

who is engaged to Allen Saft,

Mrs. Mary Ruth Farris, Chi
Omega national traveler from
the University of Kansas, visited Theta Theta Chapter during rush and performed
pledge ceremonies for the
new pledges.

a senior in engineering at tl1e

Christmas h o 1 i d a y s increased the social whirl of Chi
Omegas coming home for the
holidays. The alumnae in
Florida cities sponsored annual Christmas Dances at which
the pledges were · presented
and held Mother-Daughter
Coffees.

University of Florida.
DELTA GA~IMA
Candlelights were held for
Janice Dudney, pinned to Joe

Sisters took tl1eir foster
child into thei·r homes and on
Christmas excursions during SIGMA ALPHA E P S I L 0 N
COLONY
December as part of their serUSF will gain a chapter of
vice project.
Sigma
Alpha Epsilon FraterTRI CID
nity
Jan.
20. Enotas FraterTri Chi entertained students
from Colgate University who wi ll be installed as the Floriare visiting the campus for da Delta chapter of SAE by
the month of Ja nuary.
national President Roy L . MilInitiation for Quarter I ler of Iowa and other national
pledges was held Jan. 6, in officers.
the fireside lounge. It was folCharter officers of Delta.
lowed with a dinner at the
chapter
are: Dave Searles,
Holiday Inn .
honorary eminent archon,
DELTA SIGl\l~ TAU
who has served as president
A Mother-Daughter Brunch and was- instrumental in sewas held in Miami over the curing t he chapter: Richard
holidays. Two new sisters, Moore , eminent archon and
Phyllis . Googal and Bonnie Richard Lane, deputy eminent
Bassi were received into tl1e archon.
i
sorority in December,
Prominent Florida SAEs inA candlelight ceremony was vi ted to attend the installation
held for sister Sandi Usherson
include Gov. Claude Kirk,
U.S. Sen. George Smathers
and State Sen. Louis de la
Parte of Tampa.

Best Sellers
Offered At
UC Bookstore

A top selection of best sellers is found at the University
Bookstore.
Mrs. W. L. Schoebohm, in
charge of all texts in the
Bookstore, said that, "\Ve try
to have best sellers as soon as
they are available," stressing
that, "certain titles do sell
faster than others."
When asked to list the top
five best sellers, Mrs. Schoe·
bohm put "The Valley of the
Dolls" as number one and
"Games People Play" as second. After these rank "The
Source," "The Medium Is the
Massage," and "The Adventurers."
It is now possible to save as
much as 60 per cent on many
books, as a result of the annual book sale which was held
at the Bookstore last month.
There are many. of these reduced books left to be purchased.

Although best sellers are a
point of special interest to
USF students, t he Bookstore
has many other non-academic
texts. Mrs. Schoebobm stated
that, " In general books (nonacademic), we have approximately 7,000 titles. Included in
this large selection . of books
will be gift items (such as
"Leaves of Gold"), children 's
books, philosol!hical texts, and
a wide variety of others.

l\fance of \Vest Point; Cyndy
Swain, lavaliered, Alice Botts,
1 a v a I i e r e d and Lynda
Armstrong, pinned to Dick
Cohalla of Sigma Nu fraterni ty.

The ·Future Of Mice
The sisters of Alpha Delta Pi are touchy
about mice these days. Their top project
for the year includes collecting 10,000 mice
to be used for research. Mousing off de-

fails of their prnject are: .Jeanine Hac.kett,
ADP residence chairman, and Betty Ann
Root and Susan Mcowen, pledges.
Photo by Polly WMvar

SAE Official On Campus
Fraternity After This Week

SIGMA NU
Theta Alpha Chapter of
Sigma Nu Fraternity was
formally installed Dec. 10 at a
banquet and reception at the
Palma Ceia Goll and Country
Club, which ·more than 200
people attended.
Signifying the last official
a ct of Cratos Fraternity, the
brothers gave a framed
hand-printed copy of the Cratos Fraternity song, "Eight
Young Men, " which was written to honor the founding
brothers of Coalos. In addition, a framed crest, badge
and pledge pin of Cratos were
given to be retired in the
Sigma Nu Archives in Lexington, Virginia.
Theta Alpha Chapter off·
cers elected for Spring Quarter are: J im Frey, eminent
commander: Dick Rhoden,
lieutenant commander; Mike
Savidge, recorder; Chuck
Hamm, treasurer and Theodore Cover Sexton, pledge
m arshall.
New brothers of Sigma Nu ·
are Mark Abbott, Steve Anderson, Pete Atkinson, Gordon
Clemen t, Kim Dinkel, John
Etridge, and Mickey Sheffield.
PI KAPPA ALPHA COLONY
Pi Kappa Alpha Colony was
formally inspected by representatives from the National Headquarters of the Fraternity in Memphis Tennessee. Jan. 13.
The inspection team was
headed by Dan McGeehee,
field secre tary for this region,
and five representatives from
each of the inspecting chap-

Kermit Silverwood, director
of Financial Aid and alumnus
counselor for the colony.
Colony P resident Pete Kenning was in charge of the inspection.
The Pledge Party will be
held January 20 at the Forest
Hills Community Center. The
Blues Disciples will play.

THOl\'lAS GILLESPIE
.•. Regional Pres.ident.
ters : University of Florida,
Florida State · University, and
Stetson University.
Representatives of the
Tampa Bay Alumni Association were Mike Price, president, and Col. Laban Lively,
secretary-treas urer.
Alumni on the USF staff include Dr. Louis Jurgenson,
chairman1 of the Ac counting
Dept. ; Dr. John Lawrence,
assistant professor of Zoology; Terry Runkle, assistant
personnel director; Paul Donovan, assistant librarian;
Frank Irvin, accow1tant;
Vance Jennings, assistant professor of Fine Arts and Col.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
The following men were installed as brothers in Tau
Kappa Epsilon on Sunday
night : Kirk Anders, Van
Cecil. Dennis Dingle, Bill
Dudley, D av e Holcombe,
Louis Ingle, Dave Richardson,
Elton Smith, Gleim Sudbury ..
The following active brothers were installed Sunday
evening as new chapter officers; John Keating, president; Dave Kobrin, vice·
president; Louis Hart, secretary; Stan Musial, treasurer;
Bill Dudley, historian; Dave
Chatham , chaplain; Chuck
Wilder, doorkeeper; Tom Batura, pledge trainer.

EVER WONDER WHY
The Captain of Purdue basketball team, Henry Ebershoff
enrolled in the College Master? Ask Roger Wetzel, Pre1i•
dent Stu. Body at N.D. 5.tate.

or Call Joe Hobbs
Pete Agdamag
Dick Sullivan

Phone 932-4337
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE

For Faculty and Students ·
-plusSR 22's filed.
Located Next to Kirby's Northgate
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traditional favorites from
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our Cambridge Shop!
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SPECIAL for USF Stud_ents: February 7,
OPENING NIGHT, TICKETS $2.00 (Regular
$2.50). Tickets Available at UC Information
- Desk
'

or
Pinellas Park 544-11J8

---------------------------~!
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ALLSTATE

NORTH GATE
SHOPPING
CENTER

20lh Cenlury-Fox pre;enls

TAMPA 223-4300

Fidelity Union Life

last week to meet with the
new pledges of Phi Beta
Chapter,

WEST COAST PREMIERE

For information call:

988-1103

other Tau -Alpha Brothers and
pledges from the University
of Florida visited the campus

TAU EPSILON PHI
Brother Jerry Sternstein
has been appointed to the
constitutional committee for
the Journalism Club.
Brother Bob Fisher and
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Rolston Purina
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7:30

Aerosl)ace Engineering: Boe in g1
Huntsville, A'Jl!_; General Electric, Cape
Canaveral, Fla.; NASA-Marshall Space
158.
Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.; NASAIFC, 2 p .m ., CTR 201.
Wa llops Station, WallopS Island, Va.;
Reader's Theatre Coffe e House, 2
Navy Ship Research & Deve lopment
p.m. , CTR 2t.8.
Center, Washington, D.C.; \Varner RoIFC Housing, 2 p.m., CTR 216.
bins Air Force Base, Macon, Ga.
Co.Op Information Session, 2 p.m .,
Chemlci11 Engineering: Alton Box
ENG :;_
.
Board co., Jacksonville; Argonne NaEconomics Club Tutoring, 2 p.m.,
tional Laboratory, Argonne, 111.; Armour
BUS 318.
Agricultural Chemical Co., Bartow;
APO Pledges, 3:30 p.m., CTR 215.
E . L du Pant de Nemours & Co., CamSouth Florida Review, 4:30 p.m., CTR
den and Aiken , S.C.; E . I du Pont de
205.
Nemours & Co., Kinston, N.C.; General
Delta Sigma Tau, 6 p.m., CTR 201.
,E lectric Co ., Rome , Ga.; Naval OrdAmerican Chemfc al Society Dinner,
nance Station, Indian Head , Md.; Ray' :JO p.m., CTR 25H.
onier, Jesup, Ga.
I FC Rush, 7 p.m., CTR 205.
Civil Engir1eeri"ng: Babcock ·& Wilcox
Film Classics - "Point of Order," B Co., Sf. Petersbur~; Bedingfield & Asp.m ., BSA.
· soci ates, Tampa; Central Intelligence
American Ch emical Soc:iety Meeting,
Agency, Washington, c.c .; Corps of En8 p.m., CHE 100.
gineers, Jacksonville and Tampa , and
THURSDAY
Vicksburg, Miss.; Johnson Hall & Assou .c. Membership Drive, all day, CTR
ciates, Inc. , Ft. Myers; NASA-Wallo.ps
Lobb y,
. Station, Wallops Is land, Va.; Na,vy Ship
contemporary Photographers II, all
Research & Development Center, Wash·
d ay, CTR 108.
ington, D.C .; State Road Department,
Peace Corps, all day, CTR Lobby.
various locations in Florida; Tennessee
cami:ius Crusade for Christ, 6:30
Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tenn.;
p .m. , CTR 251.
Tra ns \Vorld Airlines, Cocoa Beach or
Pholo Lessons , 7 p.m .. CTR 200.
Cape Kennedy; U.S. Coast Guard, Wash·
FRIDAY
ington, D.C. and other locations.
U.C. Membership Drive, all day. CTR
Elec:lrical Engineering: Argonne N!·
Lobby .
t ional Labora tory, Argonne, 111.; BoePeace Corps, all day, CTR Lobby.
ing, Huntsville, Ala.; Continental Can
Contemporary Pholographers IJ, all
co.. Tampa, Houston, New Or leans;
day, CTR 108.
E. 1 du Pont de Nemours & Co., CamSmall Bu si ness Tax Clinic, 9 a.m.,
deli, S.C.; Educational Resources, USF,
CTR 248.
Tampa;
Electronic Communications,
Psi Chi, 2 p.m., C'TR 47.
Inc., St. Petersburg; FMC Corp., Lake·
IFC Judiciary, 2 p .m., CTR 200.
land; Florida Power Corp., St. PetersMovie "David ancl Lisa/' 7:30 p.m.,
burg; Florida Power &. Light Co., variFAH 101.
ous locations in Flor.ida; Ford Motor
Enotas Smoker, 9 p.m., CTR 255-6.
Co., Atlanta, and Dearborn, Mich., GenSATURDAY
era l Cable Corp. , Tampa; General
Movie 11 David and Lisa," 7:30 p.m.,
Electric, Rome, Ga. , General Te lephone
F AH 101.
co ., Tampa ; Gulf Power Corp., PensaArtist Series - Paul Taylor Dancers,
cola; Honeywell, Sf. Petersburg, and
8: 30 p.m., Theatre.
T ampa; Interna tio nal Business MaBand Dance, 9 p.m., CTR 248.
chines, Huntsville, Ala., and Cocoa
SUNDAY
Beach; Lockheed-Geor~ia Co. , Marietta,
Sports Car Rally, noon, FAH Lots.
Ga., Martin Co., Orlando;
NASASAE Reception, 2 p,m,, CTR 24B.
Kennedy Space Center, Cape Kennedy;
Movie "David and Lisa, " 2 p.m. and
NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center,
7;30 p.m., FAH 101 .
.
Greenbelt, Md.; NASA-Langley Research
MONDAY
· Center, H a mpton, ~ Va.; NASA-Marshall
Marines, from 8 a.m., CTR Lobby ~
Space Flight Center., Huntsville, Ala.;
Alpha Delta Pi, "Send a Mouse to
NASA-Wallops Station, wallops Island,
College," 8 a.m., CTR Lob by.
Va.; Navy Ship Research & Develo pFundam en tals of Supervision, B a.m.,
ment Center,, Washington, D.C .; PicatCTR 200.
inny Arsenal, Dover, N.J.; Southern
Young Republicans, 2 p.m., CTR 201.
Bell, Jacksonville; Tampa Electric Co.,
Young oemoc:rals, 2 p.m., CTR J.7.
T ampa; Tennessee· Valley Authority,
Bridge Lessons , 2 p.rn., CTR 251.
Knoxville -· and · Ghattanooga, Tenn.;
Experimental The-atre-, 2 p.m., CTR
Texas - Ins truments, Inc., Dallas; Trans
252 E .W.
World Airlines, Cocoa Beach; U.S.
National Superintendents Reception, 6 Army Missile Command, Huntsville,
p.m., CTR 255-6; dinner, 7 p.m. CTR
Ala.; U.S. Ct>ast Guard , Washington,
248; Rush Memoria l Lecture 8:30 p.m.
D.C.; u .S. Naval Air Station, Jackson·
BSA.
ville; VITRO, Huntsville, Ala.; \~arner
womens Club Bridge, 7 p.m., CTR
Robins Air Force Base1 Macon, Ga.
251.
Industrial ~ .EJJgineerir1g :
Alton Box
TUESDAY
Board Co., Jacksonville; E. I. du Pont
Fundamentals of Supervision, 8 a.m.,
de Nemours & Co .• ~ Camden, S.C. and
CTR 200.
Kinston, N.C.; FMC Corp. , Lakeland;
Marine Recruiting, from 8 a.m., CTR
General Services Administration, wash·
Lobby, CTR 205.
ington, D.C.; :Gulf Power Corp., PensaAlpha Delta Pi "Send a Mouse to
cola; Honeywell, St. Petersburg; InterColl ege/' 8 a .m., CTR Lebby.
national aus iness Mai:hines, Huntsville,
National Superintendents, 8:30 a.m.,
Ala.; Martin Co .. Orlando; Picatinny
KIVA; neon luncheon CTR 248. '
Arsenal, Dover, N.J.; Southern Bell,
Child Growth and Development, 7:30
Jacksonville; U.S . Naval Air Station,
p.m., FAH 133.
JacksonVille; U.S. Naval Air · Test cenUniversity Community Chorus anti
ter, Patuxent, Md.; Wa m er Robins Air
Force Base, Macon, Ga.
Mechanical Engineering: Argonne National La boratory, Argonne , Ill .; Alton
Box Board Co., Jacksonville; Babcock
& \Vilcox Co., St. Petersburg; Boeing,
Huntsville, Ala.; Bram lett Manufacturing Corp., St. Petersburg; Continenta:
can Co., Tampa, Houston, New Orleans; E. I. du Pon t de Nemours &
Co., Camden, Florence, and Aiken,
S.C.; Kinston, N.C.; F lor.ida Power
Corp., St Petersburg; Florida Power &
Light co., Miami and Sarasota, and
other locations in Florida; FMC Corp.,
Lakeland ; Ford Motor Co., Atlanta. and
Dearborn, Mich.; General Cable Corp ..
Tampa; Martin Co., Orlando; NASA·
Kennedy Space Center, Cape Ken·
nedy; NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md.; NASA-Wallops Sia·
tion, Wallops Island. Va.; Naval Ordnance Station, Indian Head, Md.; Navy
Ship Research & Development Center.
Washington, D.C.; Pan American {aerospace oriented), Patrick Air Force
Ba se area; Southern Bell. Jacksonville;
Tennessee Eastman, Kingston, Tenn.;
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville,
Tenn.; Trans World Alrllnes , Cocoa
Beach; U.S. Coast Guard, Washington,
So why not come home to here?
D.C : and other. locations; U.S. Naval
Air Station, Jacksonville; U.S. Naval
Check out Fontana Hall or call
Air Test Center, Patuxent, Md.; War..
Robins Air Force Base, Macon, Ga.
us when you begin to get weary. ' nerAddit
iona l listings will be run in this
column next week. Meanwhile, other
The truth is, baby, this is a
listings are posted on Co-op Bulletin
Boards at various campus locations and
great place to come home to!
in the Co-op Office, ENG J7.

We've got food. We've got a
pool. We've got room for you.

.
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Goal: Send - 10,000 Mice To College
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Wednesday
Wednesday.

~
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ONLY 30 "111NUTES FROM
USF VIA INTERSTATE 4

Extremely well styled for the men who
appreciate the look of distinction. Crkketeer 409' blazer in outstanding Dacron®
polyester/wool, navy and burnished olive
- $50. Dacron® polyester /,wool slacks by
Corbin to team up , with your favorite
sportscoat or blazer -·$25. Maas Brothe_rs
has all your favorite classics: Cricketeer,
London -Fog, Gant, Weeju '!s.Corbi11,'.- Gold
Cup :and Canterbu.ry.
Cambridge Shop, West Shore Plaza,'and
Downtown Taryipa .
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OUR READERS WRITE

THE ECONOMIST

Editorials Ancl
Commentary
4-THE ORACLE-Jan. 17, 1968, U. of South Florida

Politics And Dr. Jones
We saw last week why Dr. Marshall Jones is not being granted
tenure by the University of Florida. When an employee seeks to
spread rebellion, as the University
has accused him of doing, he can
hardly expect to win administrators and influence legislators .
What is most disappointing,
however, is his complete distrust
of anything that resembles confidence in the ruling authority . He
advocates the faculty rule the Unive r sity with students and faculty
being completely responsible for
academic policy.
The faculty should , rea lly, have
the responsibility of fully debating
academic policies and coming to a
judgment. But Dr. Jones' proposal has the tone of assigning the administration a caretaker role inst ead of overseer.

SECO:\'DLY, HIS " n at u r a 1
enemy" rema r k is h ard ly conducive to order among the student
movements . Student s are usually
n either fully prep ared to assume
consistently the burdens of such an
assign m ent as part of a coalition in
academic policymaking, nor could
th ere be much guarantee of consis tency in their judgments clue simply to a complete turnover every
four years.
Thirdly, if Dr. Jones thinks a
complete faculty t akeover of University administration would make
decision s more equitable, he of all
people should know that, as among
the public at large, some are more
interested in power than others.
Some faculty members, among
those interested in power, are
willing to pursue it to greate1·
lengths than others. The same can
be said of the students. It means,
in short , that instead of making decisions more equitable, complete
faculty administration would be
concentrated in the hand s of a few,
those willing to pursue power and
use it.
WITH THE emergence of a few
autocratic faculty politicia ns, it
seems, the f aculty not concerned
directly with pol itics \Vould hav e
just as di fficult a time in penetrating the elite as some think they do
in penetrating the admi nistrative
maze. Dr. Jones' proposed equity
and justice t hus degenerates into
the same abuses of which he now
accuses present administrators.
Any governing body must be accountable to another in order to
perform the check needed to control the use of authority . The ad ministration should have this role
in overseeing faculty judgments on
academic policy.

And the administration can
hardly act as the needed check
when the president is chosen by
those he is supposed to temper. A
faculty choice of a president
should be closely considered, but
should not be an irrevocable final
choice.
PERHAPS HE didn't make
himself clear enough last week, or
perhaps we missed a key point that
would change all this. But the point
is D r. Jones' position leaves a faculty-student coalition responsible
to no one but themselves , and abuses of power are much too tempting, even for those in power really
concerned with justice.
Fortunately, this exteme in the
various proposals in how best to
govern a University, especially a
state university, is politicially w1likely, and it shouldn't take a student-edited University newspaper
to point this out.
First of all, the conservative
Florida Legislature would never
permit it. The Legislature in t he
past has investigated campuses
even when there was so little unrest as to be uncoverable.

SECONDLY, NO change could
be hoped for in the temperament of
the Legislature because the temperame nt of the public would rush
further to the right as opposing
militancy became more intense.
And without public support, no
cause is secure.
Thirdly, enough disagreement
among the UF faculty exists now,
not about his fundamental principle of faculty rule, but upon the degree and method of implementing
that rule. If he can't get a united
faculty suppmi on his home
grounds, there is not much point in
trying anything else.
Thus, a ruling faculty-student
coalition, responsible to no one but
themselves, is pol!tically dangerous and fortunately unrealistic. It
would increase Legislature interference in a University's affairs,
which is a trad itiona l abuse. Dr.
Jones' methods push too far too
quickly for the people now in
power, and it is the people in
power that must be persuaded to
give it up.
WE HOPE Dr. Jones modifies
his views to account for some good
w ill on the part of his opponents,
and modify them also so the students can take on a more realistic
role in academic policy-making inste ad of the near half-interest advocated by Dr. Jones.
Militancy is not the answer.
And in this case, martyrdom is
useless.

Prof KnoCks Review
EDITOR:
I am writing in regard to the review by Miss Leslie Taylor of Dr.
Camp's piano recital in the Theatre
Sunday evening, Jan. 7. Since Miss
Taylor is bylined as "Assistant Managing Editor," I shall confine myself to
the substance of her comments and not
the syntactic infelicities which the poverty of our language compels me to
call her style.
A detailed commentary on her review would take far more space and
tax patience beyond what the criticism
warrants. Specifically, however, I
would like to take exception to the following:
First : Miss Ta ylor takes offense at
Dr. Camp's rendition of Beethoven·s
Sonata in C major (known to the buff
as the \Vaid.s tein). In particular, she
accuses him of paying too much attention to the notes-which seems indeed
a strange charge to level against any
pianist, even Liberace. I am also a bi t
puzzled as to what she means by some
of the octaves being "messy." Perhaps
they could be th at way because Beethoven wrote them that way.
MORE PARTIC ULARLY, she takes
offense at Dr. Camp·s pedaling which
was characterized as "too heavy, causing a blurred effect. " She also found
this objectionable in the third movement. If Miss Taylor will take the time
to consult the manuscript ior the Waldstein she will observe tha t the composer indicated that specific pa,csages
were to be pedaled - 76 times in only
one of the three movements and that
musical scholars agree that 34 of these
are there to del ibera telv obscure the
traditional harmonic sep~rations .
In short, it is an experimen tal piece
for the piano. Her argument th en
would seem to rest with the composer
and not the artist - that is, if she considers 76 pedalings in one movement to
be excessive.
Completely absent from her review
was any mention of Dr. Camp's superb
execution of Brahm's variations on Pa ·
ganini - a most intric-a.te and difficult
piece for any artist to attempt and one
frequently avoided by artists with
greater national reputations than Dr.
Camp currently has.
ALSO MISSING from her review
was any reference to Dr. Camp's high·
ly successful and widely acclaimed E uropean concert tour this past summer
and tha t he has been asked both to repeat and to expand his perfonnances
this year. I do not believe that any art·

ist currently on the USF faculty has
been so honored in my seven years at
this institution.
The final paragraph: "This performance, before a half-filled Theatre,
was his fourth solo appe.arance here."
seems something less than gratuitous.
I fail to see where the size of the audience and the excellence of the performance are in any way related_ It is
true that a larger audience would have
been desirable but that is beside the
point.
I suggest that Miss Taylor return to
whatever it is that Assistant Managing
Editors do and leave the reviews of
concerts to persons on her staff who
possess a little more competence in the
artistic endeavor which they are called
on to criticize.
ROBERT C. O'HARA
Associate Professor

Improve System ·
EDITOR:
This is just a short note to express
my feelings concerning the registration
we have just endured. It was really unbelievable. I transferred here last year
from a slightly larger school whose
registra tion system seemed poor to me
at the time . Now, I would love to go
through that registration.
It seems that our system could certainly be improved since it can 't get
much worse. I think tha t anyone who
can survive our registration could survive almost anyth ing.
BECKY DAVISON
3EE

CBS Advising
EDITOR:
Re your editorial observation concerning basic studies advis ing (Jan. ~0).
had lower division advising not been
done in the manner you suggested, i. e.,
by advising students individually or in
groups prior to the registration dates,
registration would not have been accomlished in a two-clay period. Approximately 4,000 of the 6,000 students enrolled in the College of Basic Studies responded to invitations to see their advisors prior to the close of the fall term.
The invitations appeared in The Oracle,
among other places, from October until
December.
H. :II. ROBERTSON
Coordinator of Student Ad\ising

Good Choice For Med School
The appointment of Dr. Alfred
L awton as a cting dean of the College of Medicine here last week
takes us one step closer to the University's goal of opening a medical
school by 1970.
We believe the Florida Board of
Regents made an intelligent d ecision by naming Dr. Lawton to a position of s u ch magnitude.
As associate dean of academic
affairs, Dr . Lawton has been an
active member of the University
community. He has con tr ibu ted his
outstanding medical knowledge to
the preliminary planning of our
College of l\Iedicine.
Dr. L awton brings to h is new
post many years of professional
experience that should be most
helpful to sit uate our College of
l\Tedicine a mong the very best of
its kind.
A former professor of medicine
at the l"niversities of Arkansas,
George \\.ashington, and North
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Dakota, Dr. Lawton was an active
researcher in the fields of human
development, gerontology an d
physiology for the U.S. Public
Health Service and the Veterans
Administration.
His past work in the State includes having being associate chief
of staff in charge of research at
Bay Pines Hospital in Pinellas
County, and director of the first
Human Development Study Center
in St. Petersburg.
The Oracle wishes Dr. Lawton
much success as he embarks on
t his new phase of his professiona l
career.

German Students Clamor

For Political Satisfaction
From The Londo n E conomist

An Option
The move last month by Pres .
Allen to ask the Board of Regents
to study the possibility of football
and basketball at USF seemed surpris ing. Yet it seems to serve three
purposes:
Fi rst it makes the USF student
leade r s look good . The politically
active s tudents should now have a
little more confidence in the new
Barnett administration.
Second , it proves the president
isn't u nreasonable and unbending ,
to the extent that some have
charged. He had a free choice of
goi ng to the Regents or keeping it
in the house. He chose the Regents.

T H I R D, i t k e e p s wellintentioned but vote-seek ing legislators from taking the initiative,
thus keeping the Legislature out of
internal University business, at
least for the time being. It lets the
Regents deal with a problem that
is University oriented , which after
all, is what the Legislature has
asked them to do.
Whatever Burke Kibler's findings, we hope that should any significant new appropriations be
needed for athletics, he will ask the
Legislature to finish its more urgent bus iness of financing education before financing more USF
athletic programs.

,,

would apply to themselves the criteria
BERLIN - West Germany's politicalthey are applying so vehemently to the
rest of the world and to their professors
ly dissatisfied students are making such
in particular.
a rumpus these days that nobody in auTheir call ior criticism is directed in
thority can afford to ignore them.
part against obscure, often irrelevant
The office for the protection of the
and sometimes tendentious lecturing federal constitution has been ca ught
against obsc uran tists in authority and
snooping into their activities at Giessen
over them, whom they like to call "speand Bonn. And it is partly in consecial idiots," if not quite liars.
quence of their clamor fo r "extraOne sympathizes. At the same time,
parliamentary opposition" that the Bun·
their own complacent ignorance of histodestag is considering how it might aper·
ry and the outside world, their incoher·
ate more effectively and be seen doing
ent verbosity and their uncritical use of
so.
partisan jargon are grotesque, and their
There is scarcely a university in the
humorless intensity is frightening.
country at which a coll ateral "critical
university" is not being nurtured aft er
THE REBELLIOUS students' immemuch the same pattern as that in Berlin .
te objective is university reform.
dia
and it is disconcerting, though salutary,
this they would like to achieve
Through
to hear the infants of 20 years ag o bawla larger say in University
themselves
ior
ing furiously today at the Western
all in the choice of subabove
affairs,
for
world's (but only its) contempt
and in the scope and
studied
be
to
jects
human rights and hu man prospects.
teaching.
of
n1anner
THEIR CROWDED rooms are dingy
They are demanding, for instance,
for want of cash and girls who care.
lectures on politica l economy should
that
From one wall a poster demands the exignore the vital problem on
loftily
not
propria tio n of Axel Springer, branded as
own doorstep, namely
University's
the
the establishment's arch-manipulator of
bread-and-butter struggle of isolated
the
public opinion.
West Berlin.
Fro m another photograph of three poA course on this is incl uded in the
licemen manhandling a photographer il University's winter syllabus.
critical
lustrates a provocative topical theme.
ON THE WHOLE it looks as if the
There is much feverish coming and
critical students may be a healthy irrigoing.
tant. But it would be a pity if their search
News is brought in of the progress of
for the perfect society leads them only
the trial of Fritz Teufel, the 24-year-old
to substitute one mass of hidebound prejstudent who is accused of having
chucked a stone at the police on June 2 udice for another.
And it would be sad if they so overdo
in the wake of the Shah of Iran 's visit.
things that in the end they evoke real
WHAT llo\S ALL this to do with a
reactionaries in place of their extravCritical University? The question might
be easier to answer if its members agantly stuffed villains.

Civilized Coup
By BRIAN BEEDHAM
Foreign Editor of The Economist

posals got through with only a tiny majority.
As it happens , what the government
wanted to do was sensible and liberal;
it was parliament that was being stickily conservative. But that is not the
point. The main point is that the debate was not what we would call a.
genuinely democratic one because the
parliamentary opposition had no alternative government to turn to. If i.t rejected the government's bills, and the
result was deadlock, the country would
- in theory, anyway - have ground to
a halt.
Neither the Czechs nor the Yugoslavs nor any other Communists will
really have solved their problem until
they accept the existence of a formal,
organized opposition: that is, of an alternative government ready to take
over when the government of the day
runs out of popular support. No doubt
this opposition group will formally call
itself Marxist. The essential thing is
that the Marxist political structure
should allow for the existence of two
different schools of thought - call
them liberal and conservative or what
you wili.
By one of those ironies that history
loves, this year marks the 350th anni·
versary of the great Defenestration of
Prague in 1618. Th at was when the rebellious Czechs chucked the representatives of th e old Habsburg order out
of the window of Prague castle. Mr.
Novotny has just suffered his own defenestration. The old order is changing
in the Communist half of Europe; but
the change still has qui te a way to go.

LONDON - Here we are, only
three weeks into the new year, and we
already have what promises to be the
most under-reported story of 1968. It is
astonishing how little has been written
about the downfall of President Novotny
of Czechoslovakia. Yet both the way it
happened, and the fact that it happened at all, make the Novotny affair
a landmark in the development of
communism.
Nothing quite like this has happened
in a Communist country before. Mr.
Novotny was ejected from the leadership of the Czechoslovak Communist
party on January 5th, by the party's
central committee. because he was unwilling to liberalize his country as fast
as the majority of the party wanted.
The issue was complicated, as all
issues in Czechoslovakia are, by the
ancient rivalry between Czechs and
Slovaks. Mr. Novotny is a Czech; the
man who has taken over from him is a
Slovak. But essentially this was an
argument between liberals and conservatives about the proper way to run
the country, and when it came to a
vote the liberals won.
We know the line-up in the presidium, the inner group of party leaders: it was 7 to 3 agains t Mr. Novotny.
Nobody has yet re\'ealed the details of
the voting in the central committee,.
the bigger bo dy to which the matter
was then referred. But we know that it
took the committee two long sessions
of several days apiece - one before
Christmas , the other at the start of the
new year - to reach its decision.
It has all been done with an almost
English decorum. Mr. Novotny has not
been packed off into semi-exile. His
name has not vanished from the Czech
newspapers in the way that Mr.
Khrushchev's name vanished from the
Russian press in 1964. He has been allowed to stay on as president of the
country even though the loss of the
party leadership ha s stripped him of
all real power.
Yet the very tidiness of the operation underlines the importance of what
has happened. For the first time a
Communist country has found a way of
changing its ruler - and thus its policies as well - without either having to
wait for the old man to die or else
going through a major upheaval.
Mr. Novotny's removal opens the
way to a number of radical changes in
Czechoslovakia. The disgruntled writers will get some of the extra freedom
they have been demanding. The economic reform that was put into operation last year will presumably be
pushed to its logical conclusion, even
though this means that the Commu nist
party will lose much of its control over
the day-to-day run ning of the economy.
And all this will have been achieved
without the shattering crises that Polan d and Hungary had to go through in
1956 to change their rulers; without
even the nail-biting tension that accompanied !\fr. Khrushchev's removal
from power in Russia in 1964.
That vote in the Czechoslovak central committee on January 5th was a
little bit like a miniature general election. Two rival points of view confronted each other: and with a minimum of
fuss one of them proceeded to take
over the reins oi government from the
other.
A little bit like a general election:
but not quite like one. The Czechs are
now running pretty close behind the
Yugoslavs in the business of liberalizing their country. But even the relatively fortunate Czechs and Yugoslavs
still have one major obstacle to surmount before they can claim to have a
working democracy.
The obstacle is illustrated by what
has been happening in Yugoslavia in
the last few weeks. Marshal Tito's government has had considerable difficulty in getting a number of important
measures through the Belgrade parliament. The debates have been long and
angry. Some of the government's pro-

Yale Votes To Drop
Numerical Grading
The Yale University faculty has voted
to replace numerical grading with a system under which sh1dents will be given
one of four designations for their work fail, pass, high pass or honors.
The change is largely the result of
recommendations made by the faculty's
Course of Study Committee, but some
student organizations have also been
working to end the numerical system.
Derek Shearer, head of the Yale Student Advisory Board, said t he new system "moves away from the pseudo-scientific claims of the numbers system."
HE ADDED, "It should make for an
improved class atmosphere, for there
will be no more quibbling about numbers. There would, I hope, be more concern for the quality of a student's work
in terms of his own ability."
When students apply to graduate
school in the fut ure, according to Strobe
Tallbott of the Yale Daily News, "recommendations are going to be much more
important than they have been. Graduate schools are going to have to look
much more closely at what faculty mem·
bers say about student's work."
The new syste m will begin next year
and conti nue on an experimental basis
for at least five years.

It's Unpopular
WASHINGTON (CPS) - About 150
Howard University students staged a
three-hour sit-in recently in the office
of President James Nabrit to protest
compulsory ROTC requirements.
The sit-in ended after Dr. Nabrit
announced he would call a special
meeting of the school's Board of
Trustees within 10 days to make a decision on the future of compulsory
ROTC.
"We are going to get rid of compulsory ROTC one way or the other," according to Michael Harris, freshman
class president and one of the protest
leaders. "ff the school doesn't drop it,
then we will abolish it ourselves by not
going to classes or drills.
Every male Howard student must
take four semesters of ROTC before he
can graduate. Students receive one
credit for each semester.

VOICE IN THE CROWD

Ethical Questions
By BOB BROWN
It appears that again Man is ap·
preaching another apogee in his continuum of scientilic-teclmological progress , adding another laurel to his
·breathtakingly - paced achievement. In
South Africa, California and New York
have recently occurred transplantations of the human heart. At this writing , the second South African attempt
of Dr. Christian Barnaard 's surgical
team is an apparent success, barring
developments akin to the Washkansky
case.
The world reaction has been one of
and
astonishment, satisfaction
maybe a little pride - that Dr. Barnaard's and other medical teams are
pushing progress forward and the prospect of longevity a little closer.

Behind the glow of the marquee
bearing in burnished letters the word
SUCCESS lurks in the shadows a lesser declamation, the rending question
"Can Man really transplant the human
heart?"
As one peers at the shadowed marquee, he first thinks this question absurd, because he's read the headlines,

the story on page one - you can't fool
him
When his visio n sharpens in the dim
lighting , he starts, realizing more than
the immediate im pression of absurdity. He awakens to its acute meaning
and shudders as the rays of incisive
irony fi lter through the dark.
The reader may not identify with
the marquee gazer, but the bitter irony
of the situation again twists man's inflated ego into the tragic paradox of
our century.
We have made progress, we have
pushed back the frontiers of ignorance
and disease, and we have given Man a
longer grasp on life. Yet, over all these
looms the image of disastrous failure
on the lower human plain: in war, in
alleviation of pain, hunger, in the dehumanization of Man himself_
We have grappled with the physical
world and have, to an extent, conquered. But if the epitaph of Man is re- ·
corded accurately, it may ·not mention
these startling accomplishments at all,
but may simply say: "In conquering
his body hi! qestroyed his soul."
Can man . transplant the human
heart? It is apparently so, but at what
.. price only time will determine ..

Club Elects

Bay Campus:

New Officers
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What's It Now? New Chairman

New officers have been
elected for the Engineering
Belles, the organization of
wives of students in the College of Engineering.

Of Deans

!Sears!
r--------,
I

To most USF students, the
J:VIarine Science Institute, better known as the Bay Campus
is just another extension of
the University, but to the peo-

ple who work and study there
Dean Jean A. Battle, of the
it is an unlimited opportunity
College of Education, was inWITH THIS
to teach , learn, and to contribstalled
as
chairman
of
Council
The officers are, Carole
ute to the welfare of man
COUPON
through development of the of Deans and Directors of
Johnson, president; Phyllis
resources of the sea.
Teacher Education Programs
C 1 au s s e n, vice-presiden t;
The
Bay
Campus
occupies
a at the Causeway Inn Jan. 10.
Kathy Brazinski, secretarypeninsula some two blocks
treasurer.
The counci l, in addition to
long and one block wide which
working
with the Florida
extends into Bayboro Harbor,
Other officers are, Ann Pera
small
protected
bay
opening
Board of Regents, is working
lowki, membership chairman;
1'ew officers are from left, Mrs. Robert w.
publicity chairman. Mrs. Daniel Brazinski
in to Tampa Bay.
ViFginia Fleming, activities
Claussen, vice president; Mrs. James B.
was elected secretary • treasurer and Mrs.
The Marine Science InstiJohnson, president; Mrs. Ray Fleming, activAndrew Perlowshi, membership chairman.
chairman; Nancy Boatwright ,
tute
was established in the
ities chairman and Mrs. Kerry Boatwright,
publicity c::hairman_ Sponsors
fall of 1967 with headquarters
for the group are .Mrs. J. H.
Officers were elected at the at the Bay Campus, St. PeLane and Mrs. L. A. Scott.
Young Republicans meeting tersburg, the site of a former
U.S. Maritime Base.
Jan. 8.
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Sandy Davis was chosen
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board.
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disturbed adolescents who are
education courses as deleted.
only able to break through
EDE 411 Language Arts for
into reality as they learn to
the Child; EDE 421 Art for
Send 25! for rnlor c.<ta lo g Ele ctric end fo lk O Clos<ic O
GUITARS
trust one another.
A management workshop in the School of. Business Ad- the Child; EDE 423 Music for
· UNICORD. INCORPORATED is Fros< Street.Westbury.NY 11s90
A \Ub\ •d •• 'Y QI Gul l ~ Wn k«'I l n (.lu•1 11 e ~ .
Show time is 7 :30 p.m. on will be held at the Causeway ministration at Georgia State the Child: Skills; and EDE
Friday, Saturday and Sunday Inn, Jan . 20. The one day College, Atlanta; and Dr. 424 iVIusic for the Child: Methseminar is sponsored by the Richard E. Dutton, associate ods have been deleted only
Tampa chapter of the Admin- pro fessor of management at from requirements for th•
The University of South
istrative Management Society USF.
Early Childhood program.
Florida will award a number
(HMS) in cooperation with
The courses are still re- of graduate assistantships fo r
USF"s Center For Continuing
quired for all Elementary the 1968-69 academic year to
Squad Raids Party
Education.
Education majors.
qualified persons wishing to
pursue graduate studies leadThe conference will be con(Qintinued from Page 1)
ing to a Master's Degree in
cerned with the evolution of
Students To Appear
Music or Music Education.
some of the ideas which influ- ipal Trailer Park; and Steven
On Co-Op TV Program
ence planning as they concern Kent Bruha, 21, 10702 N. 15th
The University of South
management. The lectures St.
Lady Gator Skirts,
Four USF students will
Florida
offers a complete proAlso,
Quentin
Clifford
Keeand discussions will be geared
appear on WTVT, Channel
Panfs and Shorts
gram of graduate study in all
to the businessman who is gan, 28, 6820 5th Ave.; Diane
13 Sunday afternoon to be
constantly face d with chang- Alice Lea , 22, USF; Donald
questioned
about USF's
areas of vocal and instrumening conditions, systems and Ulysses Rua , 25, 115 S. Lauber
co-operative education pro~
tal music, and m usic educatechniques , according to J. L. Way; Gary Burgess, 22, 799¥2
gram.
tion.
J ones, president of the Tampa Ba yshore B l v d.; Victoria
The "College KalaidoHall, 21, 13312 Hammer; and
AMS.
Interested persons should
scope" program will have
The conference staff will in- Douglas Rockwell, 21, 502
request an application for
Betsy Russell, Ted Littleclude Dr. Arnold E. Schnei- Carolyn ;
Graduate Assistantship from i
wood, Manual Echeverria,
der, dean of the School of
Also, Daniel Phillips, 21, 332
Dr. Gale Sperry, Chairman,
and Bob Claussen tell of
Bus iness at Western Michigan Hamil ton; Allan Tremmel, 21,
Department of Music, Univertheir Impressions of the alUniversity; Dr. G. Hugh Rus- 4720 Tribly ; and Gary Giles ,
sity of South Florida, Tampa,
ternate work and study
WITH COUPON
sell , professor of management 23 , 3811 Vasconia.
program.
Florida 33620.
$6.98 Shorts · and ManTailorecl Ski rts, Ju niors 5-15,
Mis ses 10-18 • .. Easv-care
Dacron l > polyeste r a nd cotton. Front zipper ski rt for
neat fit. Light blue, green or
brown solids •••
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USF Riding Club
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GODDARD
SPACE

FLIGHT
CENTER

93

GREENBELT, MD.

To 7.98

ENG IN EERS-SCIENT.IST-S;..·~ATHEl\11 A.Tl C.IANS

LINK YOUR CO UNTRY'S FUTURE
W!TH YOUR OWN

Train for six months.
And we'll give you about $2 million
worth of assets to manage.

598

WITH COUPON
$7.98 Harmonizing Plaids
•• . Orange, blue and green,
black and brown ..•......

How's that sound for responsibilit y?
Here' s the deal. You successfully complete Atlantic
Richfield's Marketing Training Program-which
takes from four to six months. Then, you'll be
responsible for the success of about 15 Atlantic
Richfield Service stations. Wo_rth about $2 million.

You 'll make them grow. Recruit dealers. Turn them
into successful businessmen by guiding them in
sales, financial and operational management.
And from this assignment, you can grow Into line .
and staff management of sales, advertising, market

A GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER REPRESENTATIVE WILL VISIT
YOUR CAMPOS TO DISCUSS YOUR CAREER OPPORTUNITIES WITH
THIS GROWING NASA CENTER ON: JANUARY 25

698
WITH COUPON

research, sales promotion, real estate1 training and
employee relations.
From the word "go," it demands a take-charge kind
of guy. Responsible. Persistent. Able to do it your
way with only limited supervision.

Junior Sizes 9, 13, 15, Misses Sizes. Hip pockets,
straight le gs, front zipper.
Corne in and choose from
Many popular solids and
coordi n~ting checks.

798

If it's responsibility you want-ask your Placement
Office to arrange an Interview with the Atlantic
Richfield Marketing representative.

WITH COUPON

CHARGE IT
on Sears
Revolving Charge

He's due on your campus on February 8th.

ISears I

Sparks are flying at

AtlanticRichfieldCompany

&t:ilS, &OIBUCX AND

~O.

. TAMPA

making things happen with petroleum energy
1.

· $8. 98 Matching
Capri Pants

2010 E. Hillsboroufh Ave.
Phone 236.57 l
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Five Brahmans Top J967 All-StCtte

i

ByJEFFSMim
Sports Editor
USF's state champion soccer team paced the
1967 All-South and All-State Teams with two players
on the regional squad and five Brahmans selected
best in the state ranks. Miami's Hurricanes placed
four members on the 13-man All-State Team, which
was chosen by Florida collegiate soccer coaches.
Brahman left halfback Brian Holt and outside
right Jerry Zagarri made both clubs. Holt, a junior,
joined his third All-State Team. The Brahman captain scored six goals and helped lead USF 1-0 over
NCAA co-champ St. Louis. Zagarri is a two-time
All-Stater. He Jed the Brahmans with eight assists
and added six goals.
Other USF All-Staters are Pete Tumminia, Bill
Sharpless, and Phil Vitale. Tumminia was selected
wing forward his second straight year. The sophomore , who played prep soccer in St. Louis, added
four goals and four assists to the Brah,man totals.
Sharpless, a defensive star, captured a fullback
slot. He also scored a goal. Vitale was a top US
performer and led the team with 13 goals. The
fre shman forward also assisted four times.
MIAMI DESPITE TWO upsets, had another
fine season. Fullback Art Bauer made his second
consecutive All-State squad. First-year men were
Hurri cane forward Bill Weise, top team scorer with
seven markers, halfback Guy Beavoir, and fullback
Mike Harrington.
Willie Flohr, Rollins ' all-time leading scorer,
joined Holt as the only other three-year All-State
member. Flohr, who also made the All-South roster,
broke the former Tar single-season scoring record
this year . Florida's Hector Camberos captured an
interior forward position. Camberos directed the
Gators in their 2-1 win over USF at Gainesville.
Saint Leo senior Al Lacie was another repeater.
Lacle was a '66 member and has been the Monarch
captain since '64. Florida Southern's Brian Bain
took the goal ie spot. Bain's defensive play helped
the Moes to a 6-2-2 season. He held the Brahmans to
two goals on_ 60 shots at Lakeland this year.

I'
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HOLT

TUMl\'lL."JL\

NORTH CAROLINA AND Duke also placed
some All-South members. Center forward Louis
Bush made the regional roster from the Tar Heels
while inside right Gordon Synder, right fullback
Henry Walters, and left fullback Len Tylka, all Blue
Devils, joined the select group.

ZAGAR.RI

"We didn't come this far to
lose. We worked hard all year
to get here, and we didn't
want to be the first NFL team
to lose to the AFL."
Herb Adderly had spoken
concisely for the entire Green
Bay team. Minutes before, the
Packers had convincingly defeated the Oakland Raiders
33-14 while nearly 77,000
watched in Miami's Orange
Bowl.

Photo by Allan Smith

Tankers Meet
Tough Miami
This Weekend

Cy Snubbed Again

Brahman swimmers shoot
for their fifth victory Saturday, 2 p.m. against the Miami
Hurricanes in Miami. USF
takes a 4-2 record into the
meet.
South Florida had last
weekend off bu t lost to Florida 71-41 the previous week·
end. Swim chief Bob Grindey
said the Brahmans need a top
effort to defeat :Miami for the
first time.
David Keene , from Tampa
Hillsborough, is enjoying an
outstanding freshman season.
Keene paced t11e Brahman
Christmas wins.
Diver Rico :lfaschino has
also been a steady scorer for
Grindey. :Maschino holds the
USF records in the one and
three-meter diving events.
" A win over :V1iami would
really give us a fine season.
The Hurricanes are extremely
tough in Miami, but we hope
to surprise them," Grindey
smiled.

Wrestling Team Here?

lntramurals Set
In Table Tennis
Today is the deadline for
women's intramural table tennis eIJ!ries. All entries must
be in the Intramural Office
(PED 100) before . 5 p.m. The
sport begins Monday.
Men's basketball b e g a n
Tuesday. Today's key games
include Enotas, last year's
champ, taking on Alpha Tau
j Omega and E ta challenging
Theta 1.
Schedule
Today
Kappa Sig vs. Pi Kappa

I

their meet nith Miami Saturday. Stelt.er's
events are the breaststroke and individual
medley. Coach Bob Grindey said Stelter has
a. bright future in collegiate swimming.

0Rl\.CLE

Vince Lombardi, Packer
coach and general manager,
said he hadn't decided whether to drop one of the jobs and
would give it serious thought
later. Lombardi is expected to
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Joggers Form

Distance Club
Intramural Office (PED
100) officials have announced
the formation of two jogging
clubs for students, faculty,
and staff.
No specific course has been
laid out yet. Participants may
run any measured distance on
or off campus at any time.

'

VOLKSWAGEN ·SERVICE
Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
Administration Bldg. at
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:,30 P.M.

Names and distances should
be turned in at the equipment
checkout room, Gymnasium
105 B.
Manny Harageones, student
intramural coordinator, said,
"Four or five courses will be
set up soon to add variety.
Distances will be measured
and tallied each week."
Students will be recogn ized
for reaching the 50-mi!e mark
and each additional 50-mile
stretch during the year.
Those interested in running
in a group may jog Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays at 2
p.m.
"Jogging can be advantageous for persons of all ages.
It's one of the finest ways to
keep fit, lose weight, and find
out what your body can do, "
Harageones said.
Distance sheets and other
details are obtainable at the
In tramural Office.

Ulllale t/a Cale!
1s'l6 s~ vole HDJ>JtJf-1'.~\'

decision

this

Green Bay made its ground
game go, driving through the
middle of the Oakland defensive line. Bart Starr was then
able to open the air attack
and hit 13 or 24.

·cold!

OAKLAND p 1 a y er s described the afternoon as "a
day of learning." The young
AFL club had won 11 straight
before the Green Bay battle.
The Raiders finished the regular season 13-1.
Veteran end Max McGee,
who announced his retirement, surprised the Raider
defense with a great grab on
a third-and-one call. The
Packers scored on that drive.
Lombardi told Frank Gifford ·in a post-game interview, "I think the big Packer .
years are ahead. Green Bay
will be even better in the next
three or four years."

Honest-to- .
Pepsi taste!

PEPSI·
COLA
Pick up ~n extra carton today!

Want Quick Serviceat thec,University Center Cafeteria?
TRY THESE TIME SAVERS:
beverages
Hot Line Blue Card- 75c Entre, salad,

vegetable, Roll & Butter and beverage.
Milk 5c Extra.
'

UNIVERSITY FOOD SERVICE

Florida
Division of Fine Arts
announces:
The Paul Taylor Dance Company

Proficiencies
Given Soon

Swimming proficiencies will
be given Jan. 24, 1 :30 to 3
p.m. in the natatorium. Students must bring ID cards be·
Coordinator Lists New fore taking the test.
Natatorium Time Slate No written test is required
Robert Grindey, USF swim- and students must furnish
their own towels. The Gymnaming coordinator, has resium locker rooms will be
leased operational hours for open.
the natatorium. The pool is
Other proficiencies given
open 7.9 p.m. Monday tlirough Jan. 24 are archery, bowling,
Friday and 1-6 p.m. Saturday and fencing. The written
knowledge tests will be given
and Sunday.
in Physical Education Department (PED) 114 at 7:30 p.m.
First Rallye's Sunday
Basketball, golf, and tennis
For Sports Car Fans
tests are set Jan. 25 at 7:30
p.m. in PED 114. Students
A TSD (time, speed, dis· must register in the Physical
tance) rallye is set Sunday, Education Office before Jan.
noon in the Fine Arts and Hu- 23 fcir all proficiencies except
manities parking lot. This is swimming and those success.
the USF Sports Car Club's · fully completing the knowl·
first . Quarter II rallye. All edg!'! test are required to take
cars must have seat belts.
a .motor skill proficiency. .

f·
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The University of South

You read about them in last week's

Phi Delta 2 vs. Beta Tau

'

announce
week.

Taste
that
beats
the
others

Speed -Line Soup, Sandwiches, Salads,

Birdsong M~i;·;;·1~~:·"'@

Beta 3 E vs. Beta GE

Alpha lE·W Gold vs. Alpha 1E·W
Black
ATO vs. enotas
Eta vs. Theta 1
Fontana J vs. Fontana 6
Thursday
PEM vs. The Guns
Alpl'la 2E vs . Alpha 4E
Alpha 3E·W vs. Alpha 4W ,
Zeta 1 vs. Theta 2
z Dogs vs. Flying Five

It was strictly the case of
the Packers moving the ball
methodically and waiting for
a Raider mistake. When it
was all over, the Pack had
won its second Super Bowl
title in two tries.

DON CHANDLER proved
the decisive factor as the veteran booted four field goals
and three extra points.

Eagfe!i VS. HFD
Cl'liefs vs. Bearded Clams

'

Even though the Brahmans had five All-Staters
coach Dan Holcomb was disappoinieci that other
USF stars were overlooked. Goalie Jerry Seifert
was left off the state's best for the second straight
time. Seifert allowed 1.0 goals per game last season
with two shutouts and lowered that to 0.7 this year.

Packer 'Tradition'
Beats Young Club

ORACLE SPORTS EDITOR

~z~~

SHARPLESS

'

Sophomore Alan Stelter finishes strollg to take
first in the 200-meter breaststrolm against the
Gators in Gainesville. The former Illinois
prep All-America leads the Brahmans into

I wonder why USF doesn't initiate intercollegiate track and wrestling. They wouldn't conflict
with USF's "Accent on Learning" since they're partricipant-oriented sp01is. South Florida had planned
for a track team this year and $3,000 was approved.
But no money was set aside for the new coaching
and teaching posit'ion needed in the Physical Education Department, thus no team.
WRESTLING is a different story. It could be
added at little expense because no elaborate uniform or equipment is necessary. Soccer coach Dan
Holcomb is organizing an intramural wrestling
tournament an dis quite interested in an intercollegiate team.

*

VITALE

Players on the All-South Team are chosen from
All-America candidates. Each regional star received
at least one vote for All-America honors. Wally Warner was unable to crack the Brahman defense and
didn't score or assist in either contest against USF
this season.
·

Stelter Sprints It Home

Good to see five Brahmans, on the All-State
Team and two more moving along to the All-South
roster. No question that they deserved to be there.
But alas! USF was again snubbed by state coaches
who failed to acknowledge some top southern performe rs .
THERE 'S NO JUSTIFIABLE reason why Brahman goalie Jerry Seifert should have been left off
the state's best. The durable sophomore, who was
also passed last year, has racked-up 168 saves and
allowed only 18 goals in 21 contests the last two seasons. He has also blanked six opponents. His best
game was the 1-0 job over St. Louis. Cy had 21
saves in that one.
Neither the '66 nor the '67 All-State goalie has
even approached these marks. In head-to-head competition, the Brahman star easily outranked these
defenders. Seifert held Florida Southern to one goal
in their two-game series while Moc goalie Brian
Bain allowed six USF shots into the net. Cy holds an
even larger edge over Rollins' Dick Myers, the '66
All-State netman. The Brahman prevented all but
two shots from penetrating the nets while Myers allowed 15 goals for a neat 7.5 mark.
But then again Cy didn't play against the top
teams this season. Only NCAA co-champ St. Louis,
rivals North Carolina and Duke, and always tough
· Florida and Miami.

*

*

*
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Time magazine. Now see them
perform here on campus, -Saturday,
January 20, 8:30 p.m., at the Theatre.

A limited number of tickets ard avail.ab.le.
Inquire 1heatre Box Office.
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Guitar -Sounds Fill USF -CamPus, ·}
By l\UXINE KAMIN
Staff Writer

Photo by Randy Jonas

Campus Musicians Display Guitar In Practice Break

USF Not Only School
Attacked By Flu Wave
By MAXINE KA!\HN

St.ail Writer
"Doth · it hurt and have a
tempetur?" asks the little boy
on the Bayer Aspirin commer·
cial.
"
And students from all over
the nation answer "you'd better believe it."
Asian Flu has swept the
country's Eastern seaboard
and caused some schools to
close in Louisiana, Texas, and
Florida.
Other schools were hindered
by absenteeism in Michigan,
New Jersey, Alabama, New

Y o r k, Oklahoma, Illinois,
Kansas, Iowa, Georgia, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Tennessee,
and Connecticut, reported the
National Communica,ble Disease Center (NCDC).

'

Arid USF has not been
spared. Health officials esti,
mate that i,000 students had
the flu last week and their
friends probably have it now.
"I just went to see the doctor," sobs a coed. " 'I have a
miserable headache, a sore
throat, . sniffles, and -all kinds
of aches and pains. I know I
should be in the intensive care

Professional Careers in Cartography
CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR FORCE
CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS

Must have completed requirements for Bachelor's Degree Including 5 hours colle"ge math. The required!Matn ~sflnclude at least
2 of the following: college algebra, trigonometry, analytic eeom·
etry, differential calculus, integral calculus, or any course for
which any of these is a prerequisite. Equivalent experlenc1
acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women.
Application and further information forwarded on request.
WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR h'. ~· ;~ : :·, _·_
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information.Center,
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125
An equal opporfunify emp[oyer

unit "at Tampa General, but
the doctor says: .all I have is
the flu," she tearfully explains.
Dr. Robert L: Egolf, health
director, describes flu symptoms as did the above, add·
ing upset stomachs and clarifying that the aches are from
joints and muscles.
"For every one student who
CQ!11es to the infirmary," Egolf
no_tes, "there are five sick in
the dorms."
"No more beds are available. We even· put students in
the visiting athletic team barracks ill Argos. -Center, " the
doctor said, " but that isn't
even enough roOip."
There are . 28 beds in the
barracks -and 14... in the infir1 rriary: Women ·students
are
' admitted to the infirmary and
to=The B'arracks.'
.
From Jan. 8 to. Jan. _ 11
about 350 were treated says
Egolf. "But the number of
· those suffering from the ill. iless is much higher," he observes.
Aspirin, cough medicine,
fluids, and rest are the only

.

;

People sit underneath trees,
on benches, on steps, and just
about anyplace else they can
fine, strumming guitars and
chanting melodies.
Their enthusiasm draws
crowds and many times what
started out to be one sole guitarist ends up· an improm tu
folk sing.
"When someone is playing
guitar I like to join in and
sing," comments one freshman. "There 's always such a
friendly atmosphere and the
people who play are very ta!·
ented."
Talent seems to abound at
this university. In Alpha Hall
alone there are approximately
44 boys who play guitar.
But the surprising thing is
that none of them are in
bands.
"BANDS TAKE UP a lot of
time," observes Rick Merrill,
lCB, and ex-band member. To
form a band also runs into
quite an expense. Sometimes
it costs as much as $1500 a
person for equipment," he explained.
"When the initial cost of
equipment has been paid,
the band members still have
to pay for new amplifiers and
any!hing else they need to improve their sound.
"Also there are traveling
expenses. If a band has an
out--0f-town engagement they
must pay for a place to. stay
unless friends agree to offer
lodging."

EVERY
"PRACTICING
night and playing every weekend can get to be a physical
strain. And the better a band
gets, the more it has to practice to uphold its reputation,"
Rick pointed out.
Another interesting comment that Rick made was that
all band members do not always agree on everything.
E ven though they may play in
unison and give the appearance of being in complete ac·
cord, this is rarely the case .
" It's hard to find four or
fi ve people who are talented
an d perfectly compatible, " he
said.
MAYBE THESE ireasons
are some of the answers as to
why there are so few bands
on campus.
There is one brave group
though. They 're called "The
Peasants" and they have
managed to overcome the disadvantages of having a band.
They started when they
were freshmen and have been
together for two years.
"WE PLAY MOSTLY for
fraternities a nd sororities ,"
says Steve Berger, rhythm
guitar player and vocalist.
Booked for this. quarter,
"The Peasants" have played
at "The Spot" in Tampa and
"The Rogue" in Lakeland.
. During Christmas vacation
they played a nine day en·
gagement at the Balmoral, a
hotel on Miami Beach.
"The P e a s a n t s" have
played fo r a number of Uni·
versity events.

guitar and organ player.
Steve is orginator of the
group and used to attend
USF, now commutes from
Miami for weekend jobs.
" The Peasants" are their
own managers. "We don't
take things seriously," said
Tom. "We have no big plans
of becom ing stars, but if we
ever make a record album
we're going to change our
name to "The Acme Dump
Truck" and call the album
"The Acme Dump Truck Unloads."

ed - to do a story on them,
Tom captured the group's
mood and said "make it
happy."
Bands such as "The Peas·
ants" are popular with most
university students. "They
should have more bands on
campus," is the opm10n
echoed by four freshmen.

\Vhen told The Oracle wantw~rn:W:imiiii

But although the majority
of students may like bands,
there are always dissenters in
any facet of university life.
"I don't like_bands, " insists
one girl. "They always give
me a throbbing headache."

:: i

A RANCH HOUSE is the
site for their practices. Many
of the fraternities and sororities rent their psychedellic,
wood paneled practice place
for parties.
"We're thinking seriously
about hiring a female vocal·
ist," said Tom Bourquin,
drummer and vocalist for
"The Peasants."
" She'll wear the pants in
the group."
Then he seemed to reconsid·
er the idea. He reca lled an incident when one of their go-go
dancers , fell off the stage.
He's never trusted a girl
since.

THE OTHER members of
the group are Rich Catlin,
base guitar; Rusty Sch oenthaler, rhythm guitar and vocalist; and Steve Richie, lead

Adult Courses
To Be Offered
On-Campus Soon

~~

- ....

· · ~i

Adults in Florida who want
to continue their intellectUal
growth and broaden their cultural horizons will be offered
eleven non-credit courses by
tl\e Center of ·Continuing Education of the University of
South Florida. '
..

' ' men

Photo by Allan Sm itti

Operation Paint Up

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. : !featment for the fl u. "It's
just like any' either respiratory
University officials decided it was about time the walls
ailment," mentions Egolf. ·
Fever goes down after 12-14 ' in the CTR building got some paint. Ralph Syfert and Don
Vincent and brushed their way through the job last week.
hours bufthe other symptoms
last four or five days, the doctor says. It takes about a
week overall.
Will it last?
"The organism causing the
disease has not been isolated," Egolf explains. "The
virus has not been identified.
The flu may be with us for
A clinic to discuss tax law
another month."
"'Let's hope we get it under and it$. interpretation for
small business will be held
control soon," he sighed.
Thursday at the University oi
South Florida Bay Campus in
St. Petersburg and Friday at '. \)
&
the Tampa campus.
The one day program will
help the businessman understand how tax laws affect his
business and to recognize
business decisions that may
Dr. John C. Briggs, profes- influence tax liability. The
FOR THAT
sor and chairman of the Zool- clinic is designed primarily
ogy Department, has been for owners and managers of
elected to The American Soci- small businesses and will
ety of Naturalis ts.
cover several topics .
The American Society of
Topics include travel and
Naturalists is one of the oldest entertainment as applied to
of the American biological so- small business, depreciation
cieties, having its first meetand investment credit, tax opAND
ing in 1883.
tions , auditing of tax returns
Election ·of membership in
- what to expect, forms of
the society carries the implibusiness ownership and allowcation of research productiviance and receptive provisions.
ty of high order and a broad
The
allowance section will
13161 Florida Ave. - Corner of Fletcher
interest in biology and evolufocus
attention on the methtion.
Barely a Stone's Throw
ods
available
to the taxpayer
Dr. Briggs was commended
from the Campus
for claiming depreciation alfor his significant contributions to knowledge in this area. lowance and on depreciation
receptive provisions.
The program will be , conducted by senior agents of the ;l\
::::::::::::
Internal Revenue Service and :·:·:-:·:·:·
·:·:·:·:·:·:
a representative from the tax
department of a member firm
of FICPA.

Clinic Thursday
For Tax Law

ORT/I JD£

"WE'VE PLAYED at the
University Center (CTR 222)
three times," Steve smiles,
"andd every time there's been
a catastrophe."
"The first time the electrical current was faulty and the
fuses blew in our amplifiers,"
Steve remembers.
"The second time the moisture was bad and four different strings broke at four different times , interrupting four
different songs.
"The third time it had been
raining and we .all had hoarse
voices and colds," he contin·
ued.
They're playing at CTR 222
again February 3. Be prepared.

The courses include: Creative Writing, Rapid Speed
Reading, Printmaking, Existentialism as a Philosophy,
Science of Human Behavior,
Federal Income Tax and You,
Morality and American Affairs, Vocabulary Building~
New Dimensions in Astrono-my, Making Sense out of Statistics, and Personal Finance:

JOIN THE WEATHER REBELLION. Fight with all your

Classes will run two hours,
one night a week for six to ten
weeks, with the exception of
"Federal Income Tax ' and I
You" which is a one day program. All eleven courses will
be offered on campus.

SPOTO'S

Additional information may
be obtained from the Center'
for Continuing Education. _

might in Harbor Master's split shoulder all weather coat.

Speeds ahead styleward in 65% Dacron"' polyester, 35%
cotton "Buoy Cloth." Zips around with a :zip·in rum·
colore.d Orlon® lining with satin-sleeves. Souped up with
a layidOWJFtoltar,: ~elf yoke, side vents, slash pockets.
Silk saddle stitching races around for a trim that's in.
Completely wash and wear. Natural, Olive, Navy, Black.

$45.00

MEN'S SHOP
1708 So. Dale Mabry
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At Bay Campus

CLEANERS

HER.E 'S A

Briggs Elected
To American

LAUNDRY

=~ ~:;::::,

Naturalists

EXTRA QUALITY
CLEANING

OffER GOOD ONLY AT 3405

Hillsborough Ave.

I

DISCOUNTS TO STUDENTS

f: :

Let Arthur Yates Be Your
Personal Jeweler •••

DIAMOND

RINas

* Professional
Engraving
While You Wait
* 3Finest
Master Watchmakers, Tampa's
One Week Service

* Your Personal Designs Beautifully
Finished By Our Diamond Setter
* No Charge For Estimates F.INANCING AVAILABLE
* Store Front Parking
• • •

SERVING TAMPA
OVER 20 YEARS

3802 NEPTUNE (AT CALE MABRY)
"J:~MPA.

P"~OR ! OA

PH: .. 253·3~?'°?.

\.

~!lit

tJJI~

PIZZA HUT
0

NOW TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

First Focus
Debate Set

3405 E. HILLSBOROUGH - Phone 238-1212

The first Focus Debate of
Quarter II will be held Mon·
day at 7:30 p,m., CTR 252.
The topic is Resolved : That
Israel should give back all
land captured in the Seven
Days' War.
Mr, Abe Tooch, head of the
Jewish 4ge!Jcy __ in Atlanta,
will be one of the debaters.
• · !Coffee will be served.

-----~---~---~----~----

and

716 N. DALE MABRY• Phone 877·1912

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SPECIAL OFFER NOW
*PIZZA HUT BUCK GOOD ONLY ON ANY LARGE PIZZA. LIMIT (1) PER FAMILY
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Taylor Dancers
The Paul Taylor Dance
Company will be appearing at
USF Saturday at 8:30 p.rn. in _
th e Teaching Auditorium
· Theatre as pa~t of the current
Artist Series.
USF will be their first college appearance after their
dynamic world premier of
Ta;1ilor's "Lento" in New
York's Billy Rose Theatre
late in December.
Photo by JacK Mitche ll

The Tay!or Touch As Done In 'Orbs'

By RICK NORCROSS
Fine Arts Writer
One of the best kept secrets since the hit-and-run
accident in the parking lot last quarter when someone
ran over one of our "Iron Fists In The Velvet Gloves"
as he was crawling around on the pavement trying to locate the pea that dropped out as he was trying to blow
the whistle on a speeding freshman unicyclist .•• are
the details of the Andros Folksong to be held today on
the north side of Epsilon sometime. It should be as interesting as an epileptic brain surgeon. I hope you can
make. it when everyone else does as we've got a lot of
fine singers on campus!

sleeves. F1itting his way
through the magical kingdom
of (don't believe I caught the
Greensleeves couldn't have name) he spewed the secret
charmed the audience without of happiness - laughter, song
the magic and appeal of and dance - to those he
Cherry Mcintyre and Bob chanced upon.
Stoner.
And those he chanced upon!
However, twixt the three, a Cherry Mcintyre, as one of
delightful production of Mar- 1the King and Queen's three
ion Jonson's "Greensleeves' daughters, Mary, evoked
Magic" was presented last squeals of laughter from the
Saturday as part of the Uni- little audience whenever she
versity Center' s Open House opened her mouth. It was as
if she had the magical charm
weekend.
Bay' Players, an affil,iate of over them.
Robert Preston Stoner as
Theatre USF, staged the play.
A. Joseph (Joey) Argenio di- Fitzsneeze, body guard to the
rected with assistance from wicked Grand Duchess, seems
Doug Kaye and Ellen Meth- to be moving toward a promi·
nent place in USF producvm.
JOSEPH JOHN D'ESPOSl- tions. He added "GreenTO played ·the lead roll Green- sleeves." to his list after his
_ _::___:___ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
By PHILIP RUNNELS
Fine Arts Editor

It looks like Jack Belt of the Theatre Department is
busier than a South African artificial hea11: pump with
all these experimental Theatre projects going • . . And
that's good news as Mr. Belt always comes up with new
and inter~sting things for us to enjoy. His first production of this quarter will be _staged Wednesday at 2 p.m.
in the " Kiva" of the new Education Building. (Kiva
sounds like a pueblo sacrificial chamber but we've been
assured that it's not).
A shor t one act play written by Martha Fuentes,
one of Mr. Zachary's playwriting class students, entitled MAMA, DON'T MAKE ME GO TO COLLEGE, MY
HEAD HURTS will be aired for the first time anywhere
in tl\e world ..• and from what I hear it's one of the
funniest. Joey Argenio, who brought you such greats as
GREENSLEEVES MAG:IC and WHEN IT'S APPLEBLOSSOM TIME IN EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY
WE'LL MAKE A PEACH OF A PAIR, will be in the director's cha ir on ice again . . . so M.D.M .M.G.T.C., M.H.H." promises to be a most entertaining excursion.

•
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Gui 1 's 'p at

c
'
O' onner s

2 weeks in London.
8 smash shows.

"

$300*.
We'll whisk you across
the Atlantic from New
York on BOAC's magnificent VC 10 or Rolls-Royce
707 fan jet and set you
free to romp through' Lon·
don.
We'll hand you orches·
tra seat tickets to eight of
London's top shows.
We'll include your hotel
room and 13 British
breakfasts.
And all we ask from you
i11 $300. It' s a steal.
• Based on 14121-day Economy inclusive tou r group fa re. Appli es to

grou ps of fifteen or more. Double occupancy in hotels.

1216 S. Church

253-0183

Cosmic Progra'm
At Planetarium
A program entitled "Cosmic
Fireworks" will be shown at
the USF Planetarium during
January. Comet~, meteors,
meteorites, and n o rt h e r n
lights will be displayed and
discussed by Joseph A. Cart,
planetarium curator. ·
The stars, ·constellations,
and planets of the current
season will also be shown and
discussed.
The programs will be present~d every Sunday at 2 :30
p.m., for reservations call
988-4131, ext. 580.
Reservations may be made
for showings during. the week
for schools, clubs, and other
organizations. .

Half-p1•ice to
college students and
fac11lty:
tlie 11elf;'spaper tliat
11e1vspaper people
re11d • ••
At last.count, we had. more than 3,800 newspaper editors on our list of ·subscribers to The
Christian Science Monitor. Editors from all
over the world.
·
There is a good.reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper. Unlike local
papers, the Monitor. focuses exclusively :on
world news - the important news. _
·
The , Monitor selects the news it considers
, most significant and reports it, interprets it;
analyzes i t - in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.
If this is the kind of paper you would like to
be reading, we will send it to you right away at
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspapevmen themselve;> read the -Monitor - and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.

.---------------------------------

l

• The Christian Science Monitor
. ·
·
I
1
1 l Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115·
: Please ente: a Monitor subscription for the name b:I~w.
l I am enclosing$-----···----...:- (U.S. funds) for the penod 1
I checked. D 1 year $12 O 9 months $9 O 6 months $6
II Name ____ ,..,_ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
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co, South America and their
recent tour oVthe Near and
Far East
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"MR. TAYLOR is a very
conscious artist who yery
For the last ·four years, the
frequently uses .a partic:ular
"Piece Period" (Commissoned by Theatre 1963:
technical challenge tu offer a Taylor Company has had regRichard
Barr and Clinton Wilder), set in seven
,
ular
Broadway
seasons
in
particular · dramatic effect,"
numbers.
according to Clive Barnes of New York.
"Agatha's Tale" (Music especially commisthe "New York Times."
PAUL TAYLOR STUDIED
sioned by the 20th American Dance Festival, 1967)
•.. "Mr. Taylor's first wholehearted work - it has
The Company has participa- dance with Martha Graham
great charm and great impact," Clive Barnes of the
ted in nearly every major arts at the Juilliard School of
"New York Times."
festival throughout the world Music and toured with · the
"Aureole" - "A radiant work - a. ballet that
during their 12 world tours. Graham Company for six
sometimes
seems to glow with its mi?Cture of HanThe met with particular suc- years.
del
music
and
Taylor choreography," said Barnes.
cess in Holland, England,
In 1959 he was invited to ape
Admission will be $1 for students (two tickets
Italy, Germany, Israel, Mexipear as guest artist with the
may be purchased from one identification card);
$2.50 for staff and foundation and faculty; and
New York City Ballet in Ba$3.50 for general public.
lanchine's "Epis~des" - ~a
role that was so uniquely Tay- lkmmm:=;:mmmzgmllilili!l!ll!lll!ll!ll••• • • •• ..
for tl]at it was discontinued
later when he left the Compaof the up-and-coming young 1965; and was named "Dancny.
modern choreographers.
er of the Year" by " Dance
Meanwhile, Paul Taylor has
and
Dancer", London, 1965.
Taylor ·has been awarded
been choreographing. In 1957
the Gold Star for choreogra- He has also received a
he danced his "Seven New
Guggenheim Fellowship for
Dances" which both delighted phy (Second International choreography in 1961 and
and infuriated much of the Festival, Paris, 1964); Chilean 1965. He received· the 16th Anminor but fine performance in New York press. By· 1960, the · Circle of Criti\:S Pr~e for ·th.e ·nu~ · Ca~ezio Award in 1967.
lasr quarter's "T w e 1 f t h Taylqr Company had given best performance of" the · year
. I
Night." Stoner· has an elastic many concerts and Taylor
quip ability that stretches into was acknowledged to be one '
the production whene;ver he
·
has a chance. ,l
MIRANDA, A SECOND 1and Music Services
the wisest daughter of the
royal family, gave Nita Laca
an opportunity fa open her Award Deadline
vocal folds and emit some en,
joyable musical notes. It1 January 27
seemed that the children folAuditions for students• who ·
lowed her quite well and enwish to enroll for music study .JACK PATTEN,
joyed the performance.
Printers
USF
will
be
held
Jan.
27.
at
The Grand Duchess, ruling
1211 E. MADISON ('12 Blk. W.13th St.)
the country with an insistance Interested students should · rePhone 229-8206
of unhappiness, poofs from • quest an application for Music
_,the performance in a cloud of Services Award from Dr.
smoke, and Barbara Malloy Gale Sperry, chairman of .the
Music J?epartment. ,
exits ruter a fine showing.
The original music and lyrOutstanding performers \Vill
ics composed for the produc.
.
be
music scholartion were the work of John shipsawarded
to cover Univ.ersity enEnglish. He and Elizabeth · rollment and · applied muSic
Ann Lynch added the musical fees. T.hese awards may be
accompaniment ~or the after- renewed on a yearly. basis for
I "Your Off-Campus - Econ01~y Bookstore" .
noon.
four years of undergraduate
10024 - 30th Street
Finally, the choreography of music study,
(3 Blocks North of B~sch Gardens)
Sharon Conger, was well _
placed. Although, everyone
Students unq.ble to . appear
Phone ?32"-!-7715
coij]dn't stay with everyone at for an in-person audition may
times, the . numbers came off submit a tape recording for
smoothly enough.
consideration prior to Jan, .27.

Taylor ~ Dane~ Program.

.
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By PHILIP RUNNELS
Fine Arts Editor
Ah, what a fantastic experi~
ence to discover S y 1 v i a
Plath's horrid truths.
Last Wednesday, the Readers Theatre Guild, under the
direction of Frank J. Galati,
presented a 35-minute view of
it through spaced slits of Miss
Plath's life.
The production of her poetry" was done completely "in

Flick Festival
To Feature
Bogart Series

Today

the round", with the readings
at times following the wonderfully symmetrical roundness of
a wheel.
THE CAST IS TO BE commended for a moving reading: Franklin Mor~e. Gilda
Garfinkle, Pamela Dameron,
Bobbie Allen, David Dyal,
Susan Stockton, Dan Bleich,
and Marcia Zukowski.
Sylvia Plath was married to
English poet Ted Hughes,
had two children, and committed suicide by shoving her
head into a gas stove, jets full
and stinking. That finished
her life and. started a following that gains momentum
at readings such as that
which was ~resented.
"Daddy" opened the production. It is a love-hate, incestuously bitter, vulgar,
,shockingly Plath poem.

Film Classics, The Bogart
"LADY LAZARUS" seemed
Film Festival, and University to fit the tough core of femiCenter (UC) Movies will keep ninity that Sylvia Plath lived
the USF movie-goer excep- rn - love, fear, death and
tionally busy this quarter.
hate.
"Point Of Order" begins an
An excerpt fi:om "The Bell
excellent series ofFilm ClasJar" (an autobiographical
sics tonight at 8 in the Businovel) told of the wonderful
ness Auditorium.
birth ... of her child ... in
"Through A Glass Darkly", language that could only be
a Swedish film , and two the essence of birth. No flowFrench films, "The Married ers and rhinestones, just
Woman" and "Le Bonheur" truth.
will also be featured later this
Among the other selections
quarter.
that were read were: "The
, Beginning Thursday, Feb. 8, Bee · Meeting", "The Cut",
the UC Movies Committee "For Sylvia . Plath", and
will present a Bogart Film "Wanting To Die."
Festival which will run for
TO 11\IPART MEANING to
four consecutive Thursday
her work is impossible with-evenings at 7.
"The Caine Mutiny'', "Key out study: to enjoy it was
Largo", "Casablanca", and easy.
Sylvia Plath felt that "dying
"Treasure of Sierra Madre"
will all be shown during the is an art." As in so many
wishes expres.>Sed later, there
Festival.
"David and Lisa'' and are many who wish she could
"Pumpkin Eater" will com- tiave continued in her poetic
. plete this month's series of art.
enough of suicide and life.
UC Movies.
"The Spy Who Carne In
From The Cold" , "Advise
And Consent", "Patch Of
Blue'', and "Ipcress File" will
Today! Vernon Vorce Keisbe featured in February. Ender
and Linda Ketcham will be
ing the quarter in March will •
reading
F1annery O'Conner's
be "The Prize."
"Everything That Rises Must
Converge."
The Readers Theatre Pro. Hay Ride Heads duction
will be held this afternoon at 2 in University Center

WE ARE NOW BUYING BOOKS! ,

·1Jniver1>ilg Gx~~a11. g~ /Jook1>lore, !J.~.

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE> .· .

Hillel ~rogram

Hillel organization kicked, off itS calendar of activities
thiS quarter with a hay ride
for its members and prospectives at Ed's. Riding Club last
week.
Worship Services will be
held every Friday .at 7 p.m. in
the University Center. The
room \vill be posted on the UC
bulletin board.
The next meeting of Hillel
will be held Jan. 25.

.,,.

ALIGNMENT & BRAKE SPECIAL!

OLIN Mon
PREMIUM 8:00 RETREADS
RACE TRACK PROVEN

4 s39,95
for

1.00 each for
Whitewalls

Including Fed. Tax. Exchange for Smooth Tires Off Car

PARTS EXTRA IF NEEDED

HIGH PERFORMANCE tested at sustained
speed of 125 mph.
WIDE TRACK WRAP-AROUND TREAD Q.ver
22,500 biting edges on a 10% deeper
tread. Means better cornering, greater
traction, and longer wear.
LOW PROFILE CONTOUR means Jess flexing, less heat buildup.
SUPER-STRENGTH NYLON CONSTRUCTION
for added blowout protection.
PRESSURE TEMPERED pre-shapes the tire to
the same shape it will assume in road
service.

"OLIN MOTT SKIDS YOU NOT"

252 .

Galati will be directing. "It
is a tragjc story of the blacks
and the whites," he said.
Miss O'Conner 'Yas born in
Savannah, Ga., in 1925 and
died at the age of 39 - at, the
height of her powers. "Everything . . ." was published
posthumously in 1965. Elizabeth Bishop has written, "I
am sure her few books will
live on and on in American
literature."

'Tire Performance

For Maximum

***
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the Artist Series is concerned.
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Mcintyre And Stoner
Weave Magical Appeal

(See Last Line For *)

.

Their performance should
prove to be something quite
out of the ordinary as far as

IN 'GREENSLEEVES' MAGIC'

M.D .M.M. G. T. C.M.H.H*

(

STUDENTS will Receive -SPECIAL DISCOUNT On
All Purchas~s of TI res and Parts
Upon Presentation of U'iF ld,ntificati,o n Card
'

TAMPA
3741 E. Hill1borou11h
Ave.
Phone 237-3945

11003 N. Florido
Ave.
Phone 935~3154.

LllEIAllD
1119W. ·Ke..-., '
- BMI.
Phone -253-3.l lS

127 .5; Lab l'lmker
Ave.
PhoM 616~1141 ,

ST. PETERSBURG
2392 - 9th St. N.
Phltne 196-4641

ClEOWITER

- 1409 S.Ave.Mlsleurl
Phone 446-3053
-

